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 “Responsible business in Poland 2013. Good practices” Report is a summary of the activities undertaken by companies, institutions and non-governmental organizations 
in the domain of corporate social responsibility and sustainable development. Report is an abstract of all the events that took place last year in Poland, in regard 
to these issues. A core element of the publication are corporate good practices – this year Report contains 403 good practices from areas in according to ISO 26000 
standard: Organizational governance, Human rights, Labour practices, The environment, Fair operating practices, Consumer issues, Community involvement and 
development. They are inspiring examples of principles of responsibility application in all sections of business – in the workplace, towards market, society, and 
environment. In addition, the Report contains articles and experts’ statements, analysis, opinions and review of last year events, research results review, and press 
publications overview.
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Ladies and Gentlemen
 

It is for the twelfth time that we have the pleasure to present you with the Report on Responsible Business in Poland. 

Good Practices hoping that all individuals, companies and institutions engaged in corporate social responsibility and 

sustainable development will see it as a source of information and inspiration . 

The good practices are divided into seven core areas in accordance with ISO 26000 . Out of over 400 descriptions 

provided by companies, we have selected the ones that, together, will give you a picture of CSR in Poland . Experts 

contributed articles in which they discussed highlights of the past year and projected trends for 2014 . Similarly to 

the previous editions, the Report includes a review of major research studies and a selection of press highlights . 

In the Calendar section, you will find an overview of the most important CSR meetings, initiatives, campaigns and 

conferences held in 2013 . In addition to the hard copy, the Report is also available for mobile devices .

 

In 2013, the Responsible Business Forum dedicated great efforts to CSR analysis and promotion . To celebrate the 

International Women’s Day, we published the first list of women involved in CSR in Poland featuring 50 female 

experts, managers and presidents who, through their actions and initiatives, have a real impact on the development 

of corporate social responsibility in Poland . As the first non-governmental organization in Poland, we issued our 

social report in accordance with the GRI standard . At the CSR Anti-Conference, more than 100 participants discussed 

key topics related to the role of business in the society . As part of the European CSR Award Scheme for Partnerships, 

Innovation and Impact, we named the winning partnerships, and awarded “A Pen of Responsibility” (Pióro 

Odpowiedzialności) to the best journalists . In the course of our collaboration with companies, we held meetings with 

experts and a business breakfast to discuss ways to prevent corruption, and developed a publication entitled 

“Ecology of the Future” (Ekologia przyszłości) . We co-organized the World Climate Summit & WBCSD Business Day . 

The Polish Diversity Charter has already been signed by 87 signatories . As part of the High Level Event “Diversity 

Management for Inclusive Growth”, we also hosted experts engaged in diversity management . Four thematic analyses 

and two papers were published as part of the “Shared Responsibility” publication series . Thanks to the efforts 

of the Responsible Business League, several thousands college students learned about sustainable development . 

We expanded our presence in the Internet and social media . We shared our knowledge at the Economic Forum in 

Krynica-Zdrój and during dozens of conferences and thematic meetings . We continued our cooperation with the 

organizers of the Social Reports contest and the authors of the Responsible Company Ranking .

2013 was a year of helplessness towards human rights violation in Syria, a year of hopes prompted by the election of 

the new Pope Francis and the new language of the Catholic Church, and finally a year of disputes on whether Edward 

Snowden is a traitor or a whistleblower . The neoliberals across the globe bid farewell to Margaret Thatcher, human 

rights supporters grieved the death of Nelson Mandela, and Poland said final goodbye to its former Prime Minister 

Tadeusz Mazowiecki . Typhoon Haiyan killed 10,000 people in the Philippines . The hurricane-force storm Xaver hit 

Poland, and reminded us of the dangerous consequences of climate changes . The protests in Ukraine were a herald 

of changes that our neighbours are yet to experience .

I hope that the Report will help you reflect on the role of business in the society . 25 years after the transition, 

it continues to be an interesting topic for analysis and discussions, which I encourage .

 
Mirella Panek-Owsiańska
President, Responsible Business Forum
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tive that knowledge about CSR would have a strong impact 
on business, as only a good partnership between science and 
practice could create real value .

Last year, more than 100 articles relating directly to CSR were 
published in scientific journals in Poland . Almost the same 
number referred to CSR indirectly . At least 25 scientific books 
were published which analysed CSR in Poland in various as-
pects . I deliberately pass over hundreds of publications issued 
by various commercial and not-too-commercial organisations . 
In my idealistic vision, they do not create the knowledge, they 
only disseminate, use and process . Therefore, the scientific 
achievements of CSR in Poland last year were impressive . Alas, 
only in terms of numbers . If anyone out of the few hundred of 
CSR practitioners in Poland, or people who aspire to be within 
that group, would like to find inspiration in the Polish scien-
tific achievements in this area, it is not even worth a try . A vast 
majority of the scientific papers and at least half of the scien-
tific books raise mixed feelings .

The science of corporate responsibility in its Polish variant 
is, in its major part — which was particularly visible last year 
— imitative, as it only discusses the achievements of some 
foreign scientists and organisations, mostly from years ago; 
uninteresting, because instead of referring to own studies, it 
discusses often random information found on the web; and 
trivial, because it does not offer anything useful or inspiring 
for the future . But there is something very promising in it . The 
authors are usually young scientists . After a few publications 
that are needed to get their credits, they may finally start their 
own research projects . It is noteworthy that it is a group of at 
least 100 people who already work at universities across Po-
land, for whom CSR is the main focus . Maybe we have to wait 
a few years to see the effects .

Those young scholars are already starting to teach students 
at a variety of universities, which can also bring excellent ef-
fects in the future . I do not know if CSR education is actually 
of any use to the students . I think that it should be just a fea-
ture of various master degree courses, as it appears to be a 
natural element of knowledge about the world, neither more 
nor less important than other areas of information . Analys-
ing the results of a survey carried out by oikos last year at a 
number of universities, I took a closer look at the ‘ideological 
attitudes’ of students from two universities: the Cardinal Ste-
fan Wyszyński University in Warsaw (UKSW) and the Cracow 
University of Economics (UEK) . 

Today, UKSW students draw their knowledge about CSR mainly 
from the Internet, because they tend to avoid CSR classes and 
do not need them . They are convinced that business means 
gain at all costs, and CSR is only a way to whitewash one’s im-
age . Looking for a job, they will be driven by financial objec-
tives in the first place, like in the case of consumer decisions . 
Although they believe that essentially, business leaves enough 
room for ethics, ethics still does not contribute to higher prof-
its, and the marketplace forces companies to violate the rules 
of ethics anyway . UEK students, on the other hand, often hear 
about CSR during this or that class and they are convinced that 
business offers space for ethics and that ethics contributes to 
profits, as business success links to social responsibility . They 
are quite reasonable with regards to their success or consumer 
decisions, because they believe that it is not only money that 
matters . 

I could attempt to make a certain generalisation here, al-
though I realise that it is just a not really confirmed hypoth-
esis . CSR classes change the attitude of the student — the fu-
ture employee and customer — towards the role of business 
in the society, the market and their own future development . 
Knowledge of CSR provides a good basis to be a conscious and 
engaged citizen who wants to make a difference in the world . 
This is what we are still lacking . Certainly, aside from that el-
ementary education, we also need in-depth CSR education, 
specific and hands-on, mostly at the post-graduate level, to 
help people see a broader perspective in their existing jobs, 
particularly after the youthful idealism is long gone .

If young scholars contribute, at last, to the development of CSR 
research in Poland, business practitioners will be able to ben-
efit a lot . If, at the same time, some of those scholars happen 
to be good teachers, business practitioners will find it much 
easier to pursue their social responsibility strategies, because 
there will be more conscious and active citizens . And perhaps 
the gloomy vision I outlined above will never come true .

Bolesław Rok 
Director of the Business Ethics and Social Innovation Centre 

at the Kozminski University

An Apocalyptic Vision

A gain, there was no revolution, and the CSR market is 
still developing slowly but surely . This could be the 
briefest review of last year . And, as much as I long for 
— just like some of you, when reading these words 

— truly substantial changes in the Polish market regarding the 
acknowledgement of the role of corporate social responsibil-
ity in business management, I am happy that no radical chang-
es occurred . Because as it comes to radical changes, you never 
know what they are going to affect, in which direction they 
will go . It is hard to manage a revolution, and losses can be im-
mense . At the end of last year we witnessed a classic big-scale 
revolutionary fight, starring the long-known gender concept 
as a scapegoat . The concept is loosely linked to CSR, but just as 
CSR, it forms the basis for a fast-developing discipline of social 
science . One could imagine that all of a sudden some ‘mighty 
forces’ unleash a similar war, directing criticism at corporate 
social responsibility . You do not even have to change a lot (I 
only replaced individual words in the text that follows, which 
is authentic and really moderate) to read:

The ‘CSR idelology’ is not a consistent ideology, it goes far be-
yond undertakings doing good. Its followers are putting forward 
very extreme demands that a majority of social circles are right 
to be concerned about. This applies, in particular, to the idea 
that positive social impact should prevail over profit maximisa-
tion. If those demands were actually met, that a company has to 
consider its social mission (the one it intends to pursue) at a cer-
tain stage of development, this would lead to distortions in eco-
nomic activity. Perhaps such things are still incidental in Poland, 
but some meetings have already been organised where entrepre-
neurs have been forced to accept corporate social responsibility.

And as regards the concept of corporate social responsibility in 
itself, we are not rejecting it at all. Pope John Paul II had great 
achievements in this area, becoming a patron of social market 
economy. However, the business sector is endangered by the de-
mands to legalise social reports for all enterprises. And I agree 
with business people here that transparency needs to be sup-
ported, not weakened. But acting this way, we will create an 
atmosphere of support for companies maximising shareholder 
value without any commitments. This is very dangerous, as it 
will destroy entrepreneurship, the basic social tissue.

Socially responsible companies do exist in our country and we do 
not want to condemn or persecute them. We only stress, while 
promoting the need for tolerance, that a profit-oriented com-
mercial undertaking is much more important for the country, 
because such companies enrich and build the nation. This is an 

investment in a future for all of us. Poland owed that dynam-
ic growth to the fact that it cared for true entrepreneurship. A 
change in the traditional business model is not justifiable and 
could be disastrous to our civilisation circle.

Again, it is only a joke . No one has criticised corporate social 
responsibility like that so far, although we are well aware that 
a majority of the so-called opinion-making media elite still do 
not understand and do not want to understand CSR . Fortunate-
ly, we are still treated as harmless lunatics, incurable idealists . 
But, if the opportunity arises — which, as we know, depends 
on no one knows what — the ‘CSR ideology’ could become a 
true enemy . It is easy to imagine that all of a sudden, ‘excel-
lent’ orators give endless speeches, ridiculing everything they 
associate in any possible way with CSR . A journalist has once 
said jokingly (or not), when pointed out that it is unethical and 
reprehensible to voice opinions on subjects that the speaker 
has no clue about: “You could hardly expect me to understand 
the subject I am talking about, because it is not how it works 
and it is not my role” .

I must admit that this apocalyptic vision was conceived in my 
mind when I realised that exactly 20 years ago, I was on my 
way to Zurich to attend my first CSR conference and at that 
time I did not know if this could be another sect that would try 
to convince me to something . Apparently, I have become too 
attached to CSR over the years . So much that I would not like 
anything to destroy the bond, as I fully agree that corporate 
social responsibility as a concept has truly began to change 
the relations between business and society at the global level . 
Therefore, my favourite quote from last year comes from Uni-
lever CEO, Paul Polman: “The key question is not what I can do 
for Unilever but what Unilever can do for the society and how 
I can support Unilever in this mission” . 

And maybe for that reason, I still care about the way in which 
CSR is treated in Poland, the changes that it brings about, the 
new ideas suggested in this area of scientific research, social 
and business practice . So, if there was no revolution and noth-
ing scary happened — or ground-breaking, in the positive 
sense — I would like to refer to the part of CSR that relates 
to science and education . The first time I wrote about it was 
ten years ago, in an introduction to the Foundation’s report 
for the year 2003 . Something awakened in science then . I was 
convinced at that time that from 2004 onwards, along with 
a more mature approach of top companies to CSR, a wave of 
more and more interesting and now also strictly scientific 
research would arrive . As an incurable idealist, I was posi-
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Three Voices Post-COP19

Andrzej Kassenberg
Institute for Sustainable Development

COP19 revealed a significant diver-
gence between its participants: 
rich countries, fast-developing 

economies, countries most exposed to 
the effects of changes, the fossil fuel 
lobby or representatives of the civil so-
ciety .  No commitments were made with 
regards to the voluntary notification of 
greenhouse gas emissions by particular 
countries . A less binding statement was 
offered whereby countries would dem-
onstrate their contribution to climate 
protection . It means that instead of low-
ering targets, countries would only have 
to present their contribution to the global 
climate policy .

Neither was full understanding reached 
on financial matters . In 2009, rich coun-
tries promised to provide annual financial 
support to poor countries to help them 
prevent climate change, in the amount 
of USD 100 billion by 2020, starting from 
USD 10 billion annually in 2010–2012 . In 
Warsaw, this initial period was postponed 
until 2013–2019, and an assumption was 
added that the same amount of private 
funds would be raised . However, the fi-
nancial commitments are of a soft nature .

On the other hand, arrangements were 
made in Warsaw with respect to a sup-
port mechanism for particularly poor 
countries affected by loss and damage 
caused by weather extremes . Additional-
ly, solutions were proposed regarding the 
role of forests in climate protection, and 
funds were allocated for that purpose .

Marcin Popkiewicz
Association for the Study of Peak Oil & 
Gas

If we, as humans, recognise that the 
costs of climate change and adapta-
tion are lower than the costs of re-

duction in greenhouse gas emissions, 
fossil fuels will continue to be our main 
source of energy for decades . What will 
be the consequences of following this 
way? We will experience a dramatic re-
arrangement of climate zones, a whole 
range of weather extremes, acidification 
and oxygen depletion in oceans, melt-
ing of permafrost and destabilisation of 
oceanic methane hydrates . All of that can 
be briefly summarised as the sixth great 
extinction in the Earth’s history, perhaps 
comparable to the Permian–Triassic ex-
tinction, when more than 90% of all spe-
cies vanished .

In spite of the potentially disastrous long-
term consequences, climate change is 
a very inconvenient subject . One of its 
worst weaknesses is that we are lacking 
a free-market estimation of the long-
term environmental cost . The acknowl-
edgement of the threat posed by climate 
change means admitting that the free 
market is not perfect, against the basic 
outlook on life shared by many people 
and organisations . Furthermore, limit-
ing the temperature increase to the +2°C 
threshold, which marks the point of melt-
ing of permafrost and destabilisation of 
oceanic methane hydrate deposits, en-
tails the need to leave 80% of fossil fuel 
reserves in the ground, which is hard to 
swallow for companies which own the 
deposits (or countries running oil and 
coal companies, such as Saudi Arabia or 
Russia) .

It is easier to deny climate change . And 
many people, organisations or even gov-
ernments still do that .

Marta Krawcewicz
Responsible Business Forum

For the first time the business sector 
was invited to participate in the cli-
mate conference discussions . It was 

about time this happened, since it is the 
business sector that will actually have to 
implement the political decisions, ad-
dress the effects of climate change and 
bear the costs of CO2 emission reductions .

There are many risks that companies can 
avoid if they try to cap CO2 emissions 
right away:
1 . Investment risk — particularly in case 

of mining and fuel companies . If a far-
reaching CO2 reduction agreement is 
signed in 2015 during the COP21 con-
ference, with the objective to prevent 
exceeding the global temperature in-
crease limit of 2°C in relation to the pre-
industrial period, companies will have 
to abandon the extraction of 60–80% 
of fossil reserves . 

2 . Reputation risk — the recently pub-
lished “Brown coal bank ranking” 
accused banks of investing in the de-
velopment of the lignite market . The 
reputation of the banks from that list 
was compromised . Banks go first, but 
will other industries and fossil fuel-
related companies be under scrutiny 
soon?

3 . Material risk — the last but perhaps the 
most obvious one — the costs of coal 
and oil will increase . Relying on renew-
able energy sources in one’s operations 
may inflate cost for now, but will defi-
nitely reduce future expenses .

As for now, changing the business model 
to a model based on renewable energy 
sources could seem too expensive an in-
vestment for many undertakings . Howev-
er, in the long term, considering all of the 
aforementioned threats, the investment 
will pay off . 

G4: Time for Change in 
Sustainability Reporting  

T
he newest generation of the Global Reporting Initia-
tive (GRI)’s Sustainability Reporting Guidelines – G4 – 
have been unveiled at GRI’s 2013 Global Conference . 
The Guidelines enable all organizations to report the 

sustainability information that really matters .  

The GRI Guidelines – the most widely used Sustainability Re-
porting Framework in the world – enable companies and or-
ganizations to report on their economic, environmental, social 
and governance performance . GRI’s Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines are the global standard for sustainability reporting . 
Nearly 80 percent of the largest 100 companies in 41 countries 
worldwide issuing corporate responsibility (CR) reports now use 
the GRI Guidelines, according to the KPMG 2013 global survey .

GRI’s Guidelines are periodically reviewed to provide the best 
and most up-to-date guidance for effective disclosure and to re-
flect important current and future trends in sustainability report-
ing . G4 – GRI’s latest generation of Guidelines – helps reporters 
prepare meaningful sustainability reports, containing informa-
tion about the organization’s most critical sustainability aspects, 
and make such sustainability reporting standard practice . 

Sustainability Reporting has become a crucial tool for demon-
strating the effort of organizations to integrate sustainability 
into their core business strategy, benefiting business and soci-
ety . G4 is designed to support companies on this strategic jour-
ney to help them measure and manage change . The concept of 
materiality lies at the heart of G4, which encourages companies 
to identify and analyze the links between their sustainability im-
pacts and their business strategy and operations . 

By using G4, organizations can identify risks and opportunities, 
which will trigger progress and innovation . Reporting organi-
zations can then concentrate on the economic, environmental, 
and social impacts that are really material to their business . Dis-
closing material information also builds trust and enhances the 
reputation of the company . Information that is material helps 
companies adapt and respond to the demands and needs of 
markets, investors and regulators – resulting in more sustain-
able business models and better strategic decision making .  

G4 is universally applicable to organizations of all types and sec-
tors, large and small, across the world . It includes references 
to other widely recognized frameworks, and is designed as a 
consolidated framework for reporting performance against dif-
ferent codes and norms for sustainability . The Guidelines are 
harmonized with other important global frameworks, including 

the OECD MNE Guidelines, the United Nations Global Compact 
Principles, and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Hu-
man Rights .

In addition to enhancing the relevance and quality of stand-
alone sustainability reports, G4 is a powerful tool for generating 
material sustainability information for inclusion in integrated 
reports . Last December, GRI welcomed the publication of the 
International Integrated Reporting Council’s Framework (the 
Framework) as a major opportunity to embed material sustain-
ability disclosures into corporate reporting . Integrated Report-
ing is a platform to integrate sustainability with other aspects of 
business performance that shape the drivers and risks of a com-
pany's value in the short and long term . The Framework will 
serve as a driver of integrated thinking, requiring companies 
to demonstrate that they have an integrated strategy and creat-
ing lasting value for the business, its stakeholders, and society . 
Later in the year, GRI will produce guidance which will describe 
in practical terms how G4 and the Framework can be used in 
combination by the companies preparing an integrated report . 

Other features of G4 include increased user-friendliness and 
greater accessibility for new reporters . The Guidelines are pre-
sented in two parts: Reporting Principles and Standard Disclo-
sures; and the implementation manual, which contains expla-
nations on how to apply the Principles, prepare the information 
and interpret the various concepts in the Guidelines .

In line with this accessibility trend, GRI has launched a web-
based tool to support organizations preparing sustainability re-
ports using the latest generation of GRI’s Sustainability Report-
ing Guidelines: G4 Online . This free-to-use website presents G4 
in a complete, dynamic and easy-to-navigate format . G4 Online 
allows users to view G4 content in a more convenient and inte-
grated way, where the content is combined for easy reference, 
and the Reporting Principles and Standard Disclosures accom-
panied by explanatory text from the Implementation Manual . 

In today’s fast-moving world there’s an increasing demand from 
governments, investors and society for sustainability informa-
tion . The call is for more transparency and information on orga-
nizations’ sustainability performance and impacts . This demand 
is not only about quantity, it’s also about information that is rel-
evant – information that matters . And this is what G4 is here for .

Pietro Bertazzi 
Senior Manager Policy and Government Affairs,
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Business Is Moving from Vision 
to Action on Sustainable 
Development 

CSR in Research in 2013

A nother year abundant in research on corporate social 
responsibility has passed . While it is impossible to 
discuss all of it on just a few pages, we are present-
ing what we believe to be the major highlights .

THE CONDITION OF CSR
People involved in corporate social responsibility are still 
awaiting a change in the quality of the global economy . In 
the discourse on sustainable development, the questions 
that keep re-emerging are whether we are heading towards 
a global disaster, or just the opposite — we will learn how to 
live in peace and affluence . The global crisis has given many 
people hope that a shift to a new kind of capitalism was possi-
ble, such that would consider, apart from economy, social and 
environmental concerns as well . At what stage of that trans-
formation are we and has it even started? Let’s look for the 
answer among the studies on the condition of CSR around the 
world . Results of a survey conducted among over 1000 CEOs 
of the world’s top companies, carried out by Accenture and 
the Global Compact initiative, seem to be rather pessimistic . A 
vast majority of respondents, 67%, recognised that the busi-
ness sector did not take enough action to meet the challeng-
es of sustainable development. A positive fact is that 78% of 
respondents admit that sustainable development fosters in-
novation, and 79% see it as a route to competitive advantage 
in their industry. The respondents mentioned, among other 
things, the following barriers to the development of CSR con-
cepts in the business environment: insufficient funds allocat-
ed to such activities, the lack of a link between sustainability 
and business value (the group of sceptics is rising very quickly 
in that case, from 18% respondents in 2007 to 37% last year); 
insufficient pressure from consumers whose buying decisions 
are still driven mainly by price and quality; still low interest 
from investors — although in that case, as many as 69% of the 
respondents believe that this will soon become a very impor-
tant factor in support of sustainable development of business .

“State of Sustainable Business Survey 2013”, carried out by BSR 
and GlobeScan, shows in turn which areas are considered as 
action priorities for socially responsible businesses . Respon-
dents (700 CSR professionals from all over the world) claimed 
that their top priority in 2014 would be human rights and 
workers’ rights. Interestingly, climate change, which made 
it to the top of the list in 2009 and 2010, now ranks third. 
Does it mean that companies feel they have done enough in 
that area, or perhaps they are discouraged by the mediocre 
outcomes of international negotiations under the auspices of 

the United Nations (held in Warsaw last year)?

REPORTING IN POLAND AND WORLDWIDE
One of the highlights of the year 2013 were advanced efforts 
towards an integrated reporting standard, and the commu-
nication of G4 CSR reporting guidelines . This theme was the 
focus of “The KPMG Survey of Corporate Responsibility Re-
porting 2013” . The study indicates that social reporting is a 
standard business practice globally. Out of 4100 surveyed 
companies, 71% publish reports (this factor is growing, com-
pared to 64% in 2011). Among the world’s largest 250 compa-
nies, at 93%, the rate is even more impressive . The popular-
ity of this practice is independent of industry . In all sectors 
more than 50% companies draw up corporate responsibility 
reports . Integrated reporting is still limited — 10% of respon-
dents prepare such documents, although as much as 51% in-
clude information on CSR in their annual financial reporting 
(this figure has risen dramatically since 2011 when it was 20%, 
and even more since 2008 when it was just 8%) . Another sig-
nificant trend is the use of specific reporting standards . The 
definitive leader is the Global Reporting Initiative with its 
guidelines followed by 78% of the reporting companies, ac-
cording to the survey .

CSRinfo looked into the situation in Poland, carrying out a 
study titled “Raportowanie CSR w Polsce 2013” (“CSR Report-
ing in Poland 2013”) . According to the study, 41 CSR reports 
were developed in 2012, of which 28 were drawn up in line 
with GRI guidelines . In 2013, on the other hand, the first re-
ports from non-business organisations were published, pre-
pared by the Responsible Business Forum and the City of War-
saw . According to interviews conducted as part of the study 
with managers engaged in CSR and sustainable development 
reporting, the preparation of the entire report takes from 3 .5 
to 6 months . The popularity of CSR reporting in Poland is still 
far from global standards. However, it seems to be a matter 
of time before such approach to CSR disclosures becomes a 
rule, not an exception.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
OF THE BUSINESS
In Poland, November was marked by the COP19 Climate 
Change Conference and a series of accompanying events . 
One of the reports that were heavily discussed by the busi-
ness community during the summit was “Global 500 Climate 

M
any of the most successful companies in the world 
have a real concern about the urgent needs of the 
planet and its people . And they want to make a dif-
ference . That’s why almost 200 companies are now 

members of the World Business Council for Sustainable Devel-
opment (WBCSD)—and why the WBCSD’s membership has em-
barked on a journey called Action2020 . 

What is Action2020? Action2020 is a roadmap for how busi-
ness can positively influence environmental and social trends, 
while strengthening their own resilience to issues like climate 
change, demographic dynamics and skills shortages . Based on 
the latest scientific consensus, Action2020 sets an agenda for 
business to take action on sustainable development . 

Actually, the journey began four years ago, when the WBCSD 
and its member companies published a wide-reaching report 
called Vision 2050, which set out priorities for business and 
sustainability by the year 2050 . Vision 2050’s long-term per-
spective framed the importance of these issues . 

But to make an impact on the future, leaders need to act today . 
Action2020 emerged from this need to focus on strategic solu-
tions that meet targets over the next few years – a time hori-
zon that business and political leaders can readily embrace . By 
making the horizon more immediate, Action2020 aims to rally 
businesses to deliver on the economic, environmental and so-
cial promises made in Vision 2050 .

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS FOR SOCIETAL 
MUST-HAVES  
Central to Action2020 are targets called Societal Must-Haves . 
These cover nine areas from climate change and water to skills 
and employment, and basic needs and rights . Each Societal 
Must-Have represents a target we need to meet if our planet’s 
systems are to return to a sustainable track over the next de-
cade . Global in nature, Societal Must-Haves are not targets that 
business is imposing . Meeting them will entail the combined 
efforts of business—not only WBCSD member companies—and 
other stakeholders, particularly regulatory bodies and policy-
makers .

And Action2020 describes how companies can contribute to 
the Societal Must-Haves with Business Solutions . The Business 
Solutions put the “action” in Action2020; they are a “how-to” 
for businesses to get involved . Businesses can individually or 
in collaboration with others make operational, commercial or 

policy changes that contribute . Some Business Solutions re-
quire only companies’ efforts; others will need help from policy 
and regulatory changes or partnerships . 

Not every corporate action can be considered a Business Solu-
tion . Business Solutions have distinct characteristics . They are 
measurable (so we know they are making a difference), scal-
able (so they can have a meaningful impact on the world), rep-
licable (so they can be applied by many companies and in many 
regions), beyond business as usual (so businesses and govern-
ments begin to work – and collaborate – differently), and good 
for business (so they have a commercial logic that contributes 
to the bottom line) . 

GETTING INVOLVED
More than 40 WBCSD member companies, all global business-
es that lead and shape their sectors, are already collaborating 
on Business Solutions . The WBCSD helps companies focus their 
efforts on the right Business Solutions and introduces them to 
potential partners and peers . Business Solutions tackle com-
plex issues, so the WBCSD is also working on innovative ways 
to measure and report their progress and their impact on the 
world . And we are learning from one another; Action2020 will 
be a platform to share cross-sectoral solutions and to show 
other companies how they can take action individually and col-
lectively . 

But this is just the start . To make an impact, Action2020 will 
require widespread commitment from across industries and 
regions . Any company can get involved . 

Action2020’s success depends on how companies get involved 
with Business Solutions . The more Business Solutions available, 
the more effective Action2020 will be in garnering support 
throughout the world . The more companies adopt Business So-
lutions, the greater their collective contribution to sustainable 
development . And the more effective Action2020 is, the more 
likely the efforts of forward-thinking businesses will scale to a 
level that makes a difference in meeting the urgent needs of 
the planet and its people . 

Peter Bakker
President, 
World Business Council for Sustainable Development
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Change Report 2013” by CDP and PwC, which stated that 10% 
out of the world’s top companies released 73% of green-
house gases, producing 3.6 billion tons of those gases. The 
report additionally shows that companies which are strongly 
committed to managing their environmental impact per-
form better both environmentally and financially. Further to 
that, the publication contains a ranking of top performers in 
terms of managing environmental impact (measurement and 
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions) . The leaders of the 
ranking are BMW, BNY Mellon, Cisco Systems, Daimler, Gas 
Natural SDG, Nestlé, Royal Philips . Let’s hope that the good 
example will be followed by others — which is even more 
important considering that business will play an increasingly 
significant role during the next climate conferences .

DIFFERENT COUNTRIES, 
DIFFERENT COMPANIES
Like every year, a lot of studies on diversity and discrimination 
were conducted in 2013 . Two are particularly noteworthy . One 
looks at the subject from the perspective of various countries, 
while the other analyses how companies implement their 
diversity management policies . The European Institute for 
Gender Equality has developed the Gender Equality Index — a 
tool combining a range of indicators (measuring the level of 
equality in the areas of work, money, knowledge, time, power 
and health) into a single, user-friendly and easily comparable 
instrument . On a 100-point scale, where 1 means inequality 
and 100 means perfect equality, EU scored 54 points . Poland 
ranks below the EU average (17th), having scored 44 .1 points . 
The best performers are Sweden (74 .3 points), Denmark (73 .6 
points) and Finland (73 .4 points) . Poland did not exceed the 
UE average in any of the six areas. We scored best in the 
health category, which measures life expectancy, among 
other things. On the other hand, the worst performance 
was recorded in the area of time, which considered, among 
other things, the amount of time spent by working women 
and men on housework (72% of women and only 14% of men 
spend at least an hour a day on such duties as cleaning or 
cooking) .

Last year, we had the opportunity to see the results of 
“Barometr Różnorodności” (“The Diversity Barometer”), the 
first countrywide study on companies using the Diversity In-
dex, enabling a comprehensive analysis of diversity manage-
ment within companies . The study shows that almost two 
thirds of Polish companies have come across the human 
resources management approach called ‘diversity manage-
ment’. Still, only 21% of companies confirmed that they used 
diversity management solutions at work, and only 2% had a 
relevant strategy in place . Organisations which had adopted 
internal policies in that area further declared that diversity 
management most often related to age (77%) and gender 
(63%), and much less often to disabilities (35%) or religion 
(20%) . Those studies, along with many other, indicate that the 
situation in the field of diversity and discrimination, however 
far from perfect, continues to improve year by year . Research-
ers will most probably keep very close tabs on the subject, 
being particularly interested in changes occurring due to dis-
cussions around gender in Poland .

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF 
SMALL BUSINESS
In Poland, a strategic approach to CSR management is con-
sistently the domain of large enterprises . However, a number 
of measures are being taken to popularise this concept in the 
small and medium entreprise (SME) sector . Last year, the Pol-
ish Agency for Enterprise Development conducted a survey 
on executives as a part of a systemic project titled “Społeczna 
odpowiedzialność biznesu” (“Corporate Social Responsibil-
ity”) . The study shows that two-thirds of SME sector repre-
sentatives have never come across the term CSR, nevertheless 
the percentage of undertakings declaring measures that go in 
line with the assumptions of that concept is high . 70% to 85% 
of respondents declare that they care for their employees, the 
environment or local communities . The most common mea-
sures are: employee training programmes, waste segrega-
tion and raw material efficiency, and cooperation with or-
ganisations, institutions, groups and individuals from local 
communities . If SMEs add strategic thinking about their own 
commitment to all those activities, this will surely benefit 
both, them and their stakeholders .

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY — 
THE EMPLOYEES’ PERSPECTIVE
Last year has also brought about interesting research on 
the perception of corporate social responsibility by the key 
stakeholders of companies — the employees . The studies 
confirmed a certain intuition telling that what contempo-
rary employees expect from their employers is more than 
just fair pay. “Employees expect standards”, as we read in a 
report on quantitative studies conducted by ICAN Institute, 
Crido Taxland and Pracodawcy RP . 92% of respondents from 
Polish companies expect that managers should take action 
to enhance the culture of ethics in their organisations . Em-
ployees not making full use of work time, and on the other 
hand, the failure to use their full potential, are the most 
common problems of companies from the perspective of 
ethics that have been recognised by the respondents (41% 
and 37%, respectively) . The importance of business ethics is 
also confirmed by further figures: more than three-fourths 
of respondents, if they were to change their jobs, would con-
sider whether their potential employer has been involved in 
a corruption scandal, and more than a half — whether there 
is a code of ethics in place . Furthermore, reliable implemen-
tation of corporate social responsibility activities within the 
business additionally promotes good relations between the 
employer and employees, as stated by the authors of a re-
port titled “Społeczna odpowiedzialność biznesu — perspe-
ktywa pracownika” (“Corporate Social Responsibility — the 
Employee’s Perspective”) . Analyses of IDI and CATI inter-
views offer a zoom on the reality of Polish business, includ-
ing such issues as continuing work-life balance difficulties, 
unequal access of employees to professional development 
opportunities, pros and cons of flexible forms of employ-
ment and work arrangements, possibilities and limitations 
of whistle-blowing . Given the changing role of work (as a 
place for self-actualisation), the growing expectations of 
employees towards employers, and on the other hand, the 
still high unemployment rate and the persistence of the 
so-called “junk jobs” phenomena, those problems are per-
ceived as particularly important and noteworthy, for small 
and large companies alike . 

Employee-related problems are also in the focus of the find-
ings of “II Ogólnopolskie Badania Wolontariatu Pracown-
iczego” (“2nd Polish Study on Employee Voluntary Work”), 
which show that since 2008, employee voluntary work has 
clearly gained in popularity in the largest Polish companies . 
Employees are more and more interested in such activities . If 
the trend continues, we may expect that within 3 or 4 years, 
more or less one in ten biggest companies will offer volun-
teering programmes . The question is: is it a lot or not really? 
But most importantly, what about the quality of such prac-
tices? Employees rarely use their valuable professional skills 
in voluntary work through so-called skill-based volunteer-
ing (only 23% of respondents) . The activities pursued by the 
respondents are mostly one-off projects (67%), such as wall 
painting jobs and minor repairs, while the beneficiaries of 
those activities would rather expect long-term cooperation 
(as declared by 86%), increased frequency of action (25%) and 
better prepared volunteers (20%) . Therefore, the problem 
lies not only in the number of companies where volunte-
ering programmes are in place (currently only 5–7% of the 
surveyed companies and institutions), but also in the essen-
ce of the activities, understood as the quality of the offered 
assistance: responding to the needs of both employees and 
beneficiaries. 

WHAT DO CONSUMERS ACTUALLY KNOW 
ABOUT CSR?
Not much, but they would like to learn more and expect 
companies to provide reliable and fair information on their 
products and activities . Those are the conclusions of the first 
“Barometr CSR” (“The CSR Barometer”), a cyclical (according 
to the authors) quantitative study carried out by Dom Badaw-
czy Maison for SGS Polska . The respondents not only would 
like to learn more, but also expect that companies will engage 
in CSR activities: 88% of respondents agree that it is a good 
thing that more and more companies take action to the ben-
efit of the society and environment . This builds the corporate 
reputation and translates into buying declarations — as 57% 
of respondents believe that products and services offered by 
companies which engage in community and environmental 
actions are of a better quality than products and services of 
those which do not . Therefore, we are pleased to see that 
consumer awareness could be increasing, which, in the long-
term, will be reflected in decisions to intensify CSR activities 
in companies . 

Agata Gruszecka-Tieśluk, Marcin Grzybek
Responsible Business Forum

Referenced studies:
• BSR, GlobeScan, State of Sustainable Business Survey 2013
• CDP, PwC, Global 500 Climate Change Report 2013
• Centrum Wolontariatu, II Ogólnopolskie Badania 

Wolontariatu Pracowniczego (2nd Polish Study on 
Employee Voluntary Work), 2013

• CSRinfo, Raportowanie CSR w Polsce 2013 (CSR Reporting 
in Poland 2013)

• European Institute for Gender Equality, Gender Equality 
Index, 2013

• Global Compact, Accenture, The UN Global Compact-
Accenture CEO Study on Sustainability 2013

• ICAN Institute, Pracodawcy RP, Crido Taxand, Potrzeby 
pracodawców i pracowników w zakresie HR w kontekście 
etyki w miejscu pracy (The HR needs of employers and 
employees in the context of workplace ethics), 2013

• Konfederacja Lewiatan, I Barometr Różnorodności (The 1st 
Diversity Barometer), 2013

• KPMG, The KPMG Survey of Corporate Responsibility 
Reporting 2013 

• PARP (Polish Agency for Enterprise Development), Badanie 
kadry zarządzającej w ramach projektu Społeczna 
odpowiedzialność biznesu, 2013 (a survey on executives 
under a project titled Corporate Social Responsibility)

• SGS Polska, Dom Badawczy Maison, Barometr CSR, 2013
• Faculty of Management at the University of Warsaw, 

the Trade Forums Union, Społeczna odpowiedzialność 
biznesu – perspektywa pracownika, 2013 (Corporate Social 
Responsibility — the Employees’ Perspective) .
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What’s Going On with Them 
Suppliers?

F or several decades, companies have been disposing of 
fixed assets, profiting mainly from sales and brand value 
creation . Relocation of manufacturing to less developed 
countries has become a common practice, which let 

companies dramatically cut down on labour costs and other 
operational charges . This, however, is not always accompanied 
by the transfer of ethical standards (if applicable) or even basic 
rules of workplace safety . Companies which use the services of 
remote suppliers usually know little about them . Worse, they 
are not trying to know them, they do not attempt to check the 
working conditions of the employees (whether legal or illegal) 
of their manufacturing contractors . After all, there are several 
intermediaries and thousands of kilometres between the prin-
cipal and the contractor . Out of sight, out of mind . 

In April 2013, a factory sewing for recognised brands collapsed 
in Bangladesh . 1129 people died . Labels found in the debris 
included those of Cropp, a brand owned by LPP, the largest 
clothing company in Poland (which also owns such brands as 
Reserved, Mohito or House) . Some of the companies which 
outsourced production to that factory entered into an agree-
ment to improve work safety in local factories . LPP was not 
among them . A few months later, the vice president of the 
company made an inopportune remark that the company 
had not been aware of the conditions on site, relying on an 
intermediary completely . After numerous protests, Internet 
campaigns criticising their attitude and consumer appeals, the 
company announced that it would change its supplier policy . 
Time will show what it looks like in practice — as for now, the 
company’s share prices are skyrocketing . Therefore, we have 
a growing group of sensitive consumers and . . . a non-existent 
group of sensitive investors .

Many people in a way defend companies such as LPP, arguing 
that in reality, the principal has very little control over working 
conditions of a remote contractor . Indeed, supply chain man-
agement is an extremely difficult area, in particular when you 
try to do it in line with CSR principles . Factory owners from 
developing countries have even learnt how to falsify social au-
dit results . The question is, however: does the fact that it is 
difficult mean that we should not give it a try? 

Fortunately, there are some companies in the world which 
make a skilful use of the potential offered by the Responsible 
Supply Chain Management (RSCM) concept, which was the 
focus of two publications of the Responsible Business Forum: 
“Wspólna odpowiedzialność . Rola dostaw i zakupów” (“Shared 
responsibility . The role of supplies and purchases”, 2011) and 

“Zrównoważony łańcuch dostaw: trendy i innowacje” (“Sus-
tainable supply chain: trends and innovations” — thematic 
analysis, 2013) . This not just about ethical reasons . Responsibil-
ity does not overshadow rationality . Numerous examples show 
that responsible management, including supply management, 
results in real benefits: enhanced consumer trust, increased 
safety and limited costs of accidents, improved performance 
etc . Companies such as Patagonia, which too cooperate with 
Asian suppliers, have been fostering ethical standards in the 
supply chain for years . 

No company is perfect . In a globalised world, companies which 
do not optimise their costs according to the rules of trade find 
themselves struggling . Responsibility is a process, not a state . 
The same company can demonstrate an ethical attitude one 
day, and the opposite on the other . Therefore, we say that a 
company “is seeking to be responsible” rather than “is respon-
sible” . And on this basis, perhaps the only one, we — as con-
sumers — can choose whether we want to buy from companies 
that stay indifferent or from those that are trying . I am glad 
that more and more people in Poland voice their values, for 
example through consumer boycotts . Although they oversim-
plify the world and show abuse in black and white, they reflect 
a noble intention . And above all, they take us away from the 
indifference that is killing us in the metaphorical and, in the 
case of Bangladesh, literal sense .

Natalia Ćwik
Go Responsible Consulting

The worst sin towards our fellow creatures is not to hate them, but to be indifferent to them. (G .B . Shaw)

Should You Engage a Star to Make 
Your Campaign a Success?

R esearch of media markets shows that celebrity en-
dorsement has a significant impact on product sales . 
Advertising uses famous people to reinforce or impro-
ve company image, raise brand awareness, increase 

sales and, ultimately, to be remembered . Familiar faces help 
advertising persist even long after it is published . According to 
a survey carried out by ZenithOptimedia, 83% of respondents 
associate a product with its endorsing celebrity, or the other 
way around  . As a result of that affection for brand promotion 
through well-known faces, every fourth advertisement features 
a popular personality . 

AND WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE 
IN THE WORLD OF NGOS?  
No detailed studies have been carried out so far to explain 
whether show business stars engaged in social campaigns 
result in success . However, five editions of Plebiscyt Gwiazdy 
Dobroczynności (Charity Stars Poll) organised by the Academy 
for the Development of Philanthropy in Poland demonstrate 
that social organisations more and more often collaborate with 
public personalities . Just like in the case of advertising, people 
become aware of the brand, or in this case, an NGO project . 
Therefore, the social benefits of a campaign increase . A good 
example could be the 1% tax campaigns . Engagement of a 
well-known person in such an initiative offers a chance to raise 
funds for statutory purposes of smaller or local organisations . 
Szkoła Otwartych Serc, a foundation from Malbork has been 
supported by Agnieszka Cegielska, known from TVN (a tv chan-
nel), since 2010 . By using her image, the Malbork-based foun-
dation recorded a five-fold increase in the proceeds of the 1% 
campaign last year . The actress Joanna Koroniewska has been 
cooperating with the Małopolska Hospice for Children for two 
years . She does not support the daily operations of the centre, 
instead, she participates in information campaigns to donate 
1% of tax to the Hospice . 

PERSONALITY AND IMAGE MUST MATCH 
THE CAMPAIGN
In order for a celebrity-endorsed campaign to be successful, 
the image of the celebrity must match the profile of the social 
campaign . Like in a typical advertisement — the most effec-
tive messages are those where the ambassador and the pro-
duct make up a harmonious and consistent picture that meets 
the expectations of the target audience . In classic advertising, 
examples of such synergies include numerous campaigns whe-
re brand ambassadors, such as Joanna Brodzik (the Olay brand) 

or Anna Maria Jopek (the Yoskine brand) highlight their com-
mitment to the product and its values each time they appear in 
the media, declaring that they are faithful and use them exclu-
sively on a daily basis . In public, Robert Lewandowski will only 
drink Coca-Cola, and Anna Mucha will not be seen in town in 
anything else but the car make she promotes . Such commit-
ment to being an ambassador in one’s private life benefits the 
brand image .

NGOs which use images of known personalities should ask 
themselves a question at the very start: if our brands were per-
sonalities, what features would they have? Let’s use the exam-
ple of Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA (the Spring Association), the 
author of such social brands as Akademia Przyszłości (the Aca-
demy of the Future) or Szlachetna Paczka (the Noble Box) . They 
defined Szlachetna Paczka as heroism and courage to fight for 
a better future, and Akademia Przyszłości as the strength to 
overcome problems, succeed and address failures .The ambas-
sadors of WIOSNA’s support programmes, who are associated 
with such lifestyles, are top sportsmen as well as  Szymon Ma-
jewski, Daria Widawska, Paweł Małaszyński or Julia Kamińska . 

FIVE YEARS OF THE CHARITY STARS
The cooperation between foundations, associations and other 
3rd sector organisations and celebrities is anything but easy . 
Wise collaboration, resulting in real assistance to the beneficia-
ries of the organisation, is achieved by those who know how 
to engage the person of their choice in a fair and respectful 
manner . The five-year history of the Charity Stars Poll, the goal 
of which is to promote social engagement of celebrities and 
to promote charitable attitudes in the society, shows that the 
key to the success of a celebrity-endorsed social campaign is to 
match the personality with the tone of the campaign .

Aleksandra Brzozowska
Coordinator of the Charity Stars Project

implemented by the Academy for the Development 
of Philanthropy in Poland

1 “Kowalski w świecie mediów v . 5 – Celebryci w ataku – Odsłona 2”, 
ZenithOptimedia .   
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Together or Apart? 

O ver the years, we have become accustomed in 
Poland to a landscape of sectors that have been 
functioning separately long enough to stop see-
ing one another altogether . Until recently, differ-

ences in communication and manner of work, coupled with 
the perception that business people are manipulators, while 
the 3rd sector attracts impractical idealists, and the public 
sector is filled with inflexible officials, made it unimaginable 
for people from those worlds to sit at one table and develop 
a project that would benefit each and, through cross-sectoral 
synergies, help achieve shared goals that otherwise were out 
of reach .  Yet, last year showed that the commercial, social 
and public sectors started getting closer to one another, ac-
knowledging the potential of cooperation .

In 2013, there were two competitions dedicated to cross-
sectoral partnerships . One was organised by UNDP and the 
National ESF Centre at the local level . Out of 22 entries, 2 
partnerships were recognised, a social-public and a social-
private partnership . The second competition was announced 
on the initiative of the European Commission; in response, 
50 partnerships were entered to the Responsible Business 
Forum, which coordinated the competition in Poland . Is it a 
lot? A pessimist would say that it is not much on the national 
scale . Indeed, the figure might not be impressive, however, 
considering the sectoral prejudice (which was still present 
not so long ago), 50 companies which succeeded in imple-
menting cross-sectoral partnership projects and entered a 
European competition could be seen as a good and prom-
ising sign . Mostly because entities from particular sectors 
are more and more willing to interact, and the cooperation 
offers a source of competitive advantage for companies . In 
addition, cross-sectoral partnerships create social and eco-
nomic value, and partly contribute to the creation of social 
capital, the deficit of which is perceptible with almost every 
move we make .

Companies which implement projects together with non-
business partners stress that although cross-sectoral coop-
eration is not easy, it is worth a try, leading to measurable 
business profits . Aside from the quite obvious and common 
intention to create a positive image supported by a reliable 
message in order to attract socially or environmentally sensi-
tive customers, it is quite an interesting and new observation 
that companies are starting to see cross-sectoral cooperation 
as an opportunity to reach new customers, to open up to new 
markets and to create innovative products and services . 

It is difficult to produce a recipe for a successful cross-sectoral 
partnership . Each of them is different and has a life of its own . 
However, some guidelines can be highlighted that could help 
create an effective partnership:
1 . Choosing the right partner — a must; this should arise from 

the nature of the project and identification of the required 
resources . The key is to match entities which are looking in 
their surroundings for resources that they need but do not 
have . Alliances of complementary entities are characterised 
by an ease of cooperation, and their potential for value cre-
ation increases with the complementarity of their resources 
and with their organisational alignment . When selecting 
partners, we must not forget to verify their reliability .

2 . Cooperation must be a profitable project business-wise — if 
a partnership becomes a source of competitive advantage, 
its development will gain speed and momentum . It must 
be stressed, however, that the benefits of the cooperation 
must be clearly defined for everyone involved . Combined 
interests of cooperating entities form the axis of an effec-
tive partnership .

3 . Each partner must be competent in their respective busi-
ness area — studies show that competences of employees 
from particular sectors are a key asset to cross-sectoral co-
operation . Experience, knowledge and skills often act as 
the foundation for an effective cross-sectoral partnership .

Cross-sectoral cooperation is undoubtedly a great opportu-
nity for the business and non-business entities . By pooling 
different resources and looking at a problem from different 
perspectives, it is definitely easier to achieve social innova-
tion, perform more effectively or introduce positive changes 
in any organisation . Diversity that used to divide, when man-
aged in an appropriate way, offers benefits that would be out 
of their reach if respective partners were acting alone . How-
ever, it needs to be clearly stated that it is also a challenge, not 
only to tear down the walls that have been rising for years, 
but also to adjust to one another, to learn about tolerance, 
understanding and compromise . 

Marta Karwacka, PhD
Expert cooperating with Responsible Business Forum

Universities and Their Social 
Responsibility

O ne of more and more often discussed issues of social 
responsibility is how it relates to non-business insti-
tutions . The need for all kinds of organisations, not 
only those profit-oriented, to understand their rights 

and obligations in relation to the society and other stakehold-
ers, is emphasised — inter alia — by the ISO 26000 standard . Like 
businesses, which should take responsibility for their products 
and services, universities too have to face the necessity to take 
ownership of their decisions . social responsibility of universities 
encompasses both activities addressed to the members of their 
respective organisations and an approach to the development 
of external relations through skilful balancing of stakeholder 
interests and accounting for their needs at every management 
stage . It means that universities should not restrict themselves 
to the focus on high quality education, which undoubtedly is an 
important concern in its own right . With respect to the internal 
dimension of the organizational social responsibility of a uni-
versity, we must primarily consider the needs and expectations 
of university staff, who not only are responsible for the educa-
tional attainments of future graduates, but also lead scientific 
research to support economic growth, address social problems 
and foster intellectual achievements .

Socio-economic changes have left their imprint on today’s uni-
versities . In the recent years, growing competition between 
universities has been observable . It is not limited to finance 
and the need to raise funds for scientific research, but primar-
ily, it involves universities having to compete for students, due 
to the baby bust . Amidst the haste, it is easy to forget about 
ethics . Therefore, it seems very important to care about high 
ethical standards, most of all fair competition for research 
funds, avoiding conflicts of interest, nepotism, mobbing and 
other moral problems, as well as respect to the entire academic 
community . The ethical aspect also applies to the academics 
themselves, who should foster work ethics, seek to broaden 
the existing knowledge and maintain the quality of scientific 
research . A responsible approach additionally means paying at-
tention to management and administration methods .

A university, as any other entity, can also organise CSR projects 
addressed to the academic community, such as environmental 
awareness actions, assistance for people returning to work af-
ter parental leaves, or maintaining their own crèches . 

One of the challenges faced by contemporary universities is to 
ensure such education of future staff that meets the demands 
of the labour market . The expectations are that a university will 
not only equip its students with the necessary knowledge, but 

most importantly, that it will develop skills that are necessary 
in the world today . The level of education in the society should 
be the key aspect for the development strategy of the country 
and for the knowledge-based economy .

Commercialisation of knowledge, innovation or market ori-
entation are the terms that the public expects to characterise 
contemporary universities . At the same time, the centuries-
long tradition of universities must not be ignored . Striking the 
balance between the two perspectives and careful weighing of 
various interests, too, form evidence of a responsible approach 
to university management .

Not only should universities be responsible towards the soci-
ety, their task is also to instil ethical attitudes and respect for 
the natural environment . They are an indispensable element of 
every community, where the values and attitudes promoted by 
universities are reflected .

Universities are also an important stakeholder on the map of 
relationships within their respective regions, as an employer 
and a partner for the public sector, business and NGOs . Will-
ingness to cooperate offers synergies and produces tangible 
results, helping to build sustainable relations with local com-
munities . It also reflects the university’s readiness to engage in 
dialogue and public participation .

Just like businesses which are learning how to be socially re-
sponsible in relation to their stakeholders, universities should 
also accept this challenge . social responsibility does not offer 
a cure to all problems they must face to address the contem-
porary challenges, but it does help to tackle them with more 
ease . Thanks to social responsibility, the traditional role of a 
university can be reinforced .

Agata Rudnicka, PhD 
Faculty of Management, University of Łódź

The CSR Impact Foundation
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An Ethics Test

E thics is often seen as something intangible . If a com-
pany communicates that it acts ethically, we do not 
know how to verify that . Fortunately, Polish compa-
nies are able to validate their culture of ethics by using 

available ethical standards, and they do that more and more 
often .

The most popular CSR standards in Poland are ISO 26000, 
Global Reporting Initiative, the Global Compact principles 
and OECD guidelines . Pracodawcy Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej 
(the Employers of Poland Association) have been making ef-
forts for almost two years to add Social Accountability 8000 to 
that list . It is a versatile international standard, and therefore 
it can be implemented in a variety of companies irrespective 
of their form of organisation . Our interest in SA 8000 is mostly 
dictated by the fact that its principles place a strong emphasis 
on internal business dialogue, primarily between employers 
and employees . Furthermore, as the document brings at-
tention to the subjects of the supply chain and vendor man-
agement, the standard teaches undertakings how to look at 
ethics from the perspective of competitiveness and their ad-
vantages in relations with business partners .

According to Doug DeRuisseau, a director at Social Account-
ability International, the managing entity for SA 8000, what 
needs to be done in Poland today, in the first place, is to raise 
awareness and show companies how the standard could help 
them . To promulgate SA 8000, Pracodawcy RP in coopera-
tion with ICAN Institute and Crido Taxand are implementing 
a project titled “Nowe rozwiązania w zarządzaniu HR kluczem 
do wzrostu adaptacyjności polskich przedsiębiorstw” (“New 
Solutions in HR Management as the Key to Higher Adaptabil-
ity of Polish Enterprises”) . The programme focuses on com-
prehensive support to Polish companies in the application of 
the principles embedded in the standard . 

The project envisages a range of initiatives to popularise the 
SA 8000 standard on the Polish market and to implement and 
maintain ethics processes in human resources management . 
Our first step was to conduct a quantitative and qualitative 
survey of executives and employee representatives looking 
into the needs in the area of HR management and workplace 
ethics . Additionally, at the early stage of the project, the team 
received training on the implementation of, compliance with 
and auditing of the standard in the enterprise . This was the 
second training held in Poland, 12 years after the first one . 
Subsequently, the SA 8000 and its implementation manual 
were translated to Polish . 

Direct support for companies is offered in a three-step ap-
proach . The first step is to provide training on SA 8000 to 
people engaged in management activities . The second step is 
to test the innovative tool that we have developed to prepare 
Polish businesses, as far as possible, to bring their operations 
in conformity with the standard . As the third and the last step, 
15 selected companies undergo a certification audit .

The SA 8000 standard is subject to a certification process, 
which, however, is not limited to an audit within the com-
pany . The certification audit is just a piece of the whole pro-
cess . The certificate is issued for three years, and after that 
the company may apply for renewal . SA 8000 refers to quality 
(ISO 9001) and environmental (ISO 14001) standards . It was 
designed on the basis of standards covering human rights and 
workers’ rights, such as: The UN Universal Declaration of Hu-
man Rights, UN Convention, Convention on the Rights of the 
Child and International Labour Organization Convention . Cer-
tification standards, covering nine areas (see the box: Nine 
areas certified under the SA 8000 standard) are formulated in 
a manner that makes them measurable, clear and verifiable . 

The SA 8000 certificate confirms that the company complies 
with the law and goes beyond that, making additional com-
mitments to improve the quality of its operations and its re-
lations with employees and business partners . At the same 
time, it minimises the risk of irregularities and their potential 
effects and resulting costs . The company is perceived as be-
ing ethical and reliable, seeking to abide by the highest stan-
dards . This way, by reinforcing its socially responsible image, 
a company becomes more competitive . The implementation 
of the principles of SA 8000 adds value to supply chain man-
agement as well as contractor and vendor relations .

Katarzyna Rózicka
Employers of Poland 

Animal Rights in the Context of 
CSR

I n almost every industry, CSR relies on three areas of activ-
ity: ecology, protection of human and workers’ rights, and 
protection of animal rights . The last issue is most rarely ad-

dressed, mainly because not all businesses involve animals .

It would be hard to contemplate this subject in the context of 
the meat processing industry, with mass exploitation of animals, 
and actually their extermination, being the main source of in-
come . Certainly, polemics about humanitarian animal-keeping 
and slaughter would be valid here, but the undeniable links to 
ethics would be considered by many a serious abuse .

The same applies to the pharmaceutical industry, where the ma-
jority of tests and trials is still performed on animals . In spite of 
the possibility to perform chemical testing on live tissue and vol-
unteers, new vivisection laboratories emerge around the world, 
and the cosmetics industry is lacking consistent regulations pro-
hibiting in vivo testing .

Without doubt, one of the most important industries where the 
link between CSR and the protection of animal rights is extreme-
ly strong is the clothing industry . 

Of course, much abuse relating to nature and human rights is 
observed in the manufacturing of clothes . The plantations and 
industrial processing of cotton destroy the environment; dye-
works and tanneries around the world poison the water; while 
sewing contractors in the global South use violence and cause 
poverty by gruelling and low-paid work accompanied by mob-
bing at a scale that is unknown to civilised countries . Those are 
the most significant problems from the human perspective . 
However, ethics assumes respect for all, including animals .

Legitimate ways of killing species that are globally exploited for 
fashion purposes leave a lot to be desired . They are much more 
cruel than in the case of meat cattle, because when fur animals 
are killed, it is the fur that must be protected at all cost, not 
the ‘well-being’ of the animal . And so, veterinary regulations 
in various countries mention chlorine injections, gassing, neck-
breaking or electrocution . It is hard to recognise those methods 
as humanitarian, neither can we speak of corporate responsibil-
ity for anyone or anything in this case .

Natural leather for clothing production is not taken from the 
animals that are killed for meat, as some might think . It is not 
a slaughterhouse by-product . In the clothing industry, natural 
leather comes mainly from cattle that is specifically kept for that 
purpose . Indian cows are the most common source of that raw 

material . Only in 2012, 63 million cows were killed in India . De-
spite the prevalence of Hinduism, the followers of which should 
treat holy cows with due respect, it is hard to speak of humani-
tarian treatment of animals in India, as their legislation is quite 
deficient in respect to the protection of animal rights, and for 
sure we cannot say that animals taken away to slaughterhouses 
just behind the Pakistani border receive ethical treatment .

In spite of a market crash in 2007, the fur industry is among few 
which continued to increase profits at record rates year over 
year . Last year, it was as much as 7% . In a single leather and fur 
trading market in China, approximately 2 million skins with fur 
are sold, and the value of the leather and leather products trade 
in 2008 alone totalled 58 billion dollars . Furs are becoming more 
and more popular, and the number of animals killed on a whim 
is growing fast year by year .

For centuries, weaving mills around the world have been im-
proving their textile technologies . The quality of clothing fabrics 
is getting better and more practical . In the 20th century, scien-
tists developed fabrics with characteristics as perfect as those of 
fabrics derived from animals . From the practical perspective, fur 
became unnecessary more than 40 years ago, and still the cloth-
ing industry not only has not discontinued its use, but worse, it 
increased its significance in the mass culture of consumption .

Entrepreneurs who want to follow the CSR path need to first un-
derstand the severe harm that is unnecessarily done to animals 
that feel physical and emotional pain . This calls for empathy and 
relevant education . And it also takes courage and consistency in 
the implementation of a CSR strategy in a clothing company . In 
the context of the protection of animal rights, corporate social 
responsibility often means that not only the company’s plans 
must change, to exclude products of animal origin from the col-
lections, but often the whole marketing strategy has to be rede-
fined, and market repositioning might be necessary . It is quite a 
radical move, but for example, Tommy Hilfiger and Ralph Lauren 
succeeded without compromising their income or brand value . 

Magdalena Płonka 
author of the book “Etyka w modzie czyli CSR w przemyśle 

odzieżowym” (“Ethics in fashion, or CSR in the clothing 
industry”), lecturer at the International School of Costume 

and Fashion Design
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Business for Sustainable Cities Corporate Social Responsibility 
in Sports

T he calendar for the year 2014 is filled with sports 
events: 22nd Winter Olympic Games in Sochi in Febru-
ary, the Football World Cup in Brazil in June and July, 
and the Men’s Volleyball World Championships in Po-

land in September (the women’s edition will take place in Italy) . 

Sport stirs up emotions, fascinates millions of fans, and carries 
many important values embedded in the credo of the Olympic 
Games, including rivalry in the spirit of fair play . This assump-
tion should allow to associate sport with the corporate social 
responsibility concept . However, scandals, violations of human 
rights or serious negligences put main sports organisations 
and events in a very bad light . Is there a recipe to implement 
CSR principles in sport?

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNT FROM SOCHI?
While I am writing this text, Olympic preparations are still un-
der way in Krasnodar Krai . When it is published, however, the 
Olympic flame will be long gone . Therefore, it is worth ask-
ing three questions that will be answered, perhaps, when the 
games are over .

1. Were human rights respected?
It is just enough to recall the examples of human rights vio-
lations, in particular those relating to immigrants who built 
Olympic facilities, or the infamous ‘paragraph 310’ giving ab-
solute power, also to expropriate people, as well as to realise 
the scale of irregularities in the organisation of the most im-
portant winter sports event in 2014 . 

2. Has Russia managed to mitigate the carbon footprint of the 
Olympic Games?
The 22nd Winter Olympic Games were meant as the first com-
pletely offset sports event in history . 160,000 metric tons of 
CO2 equivalents associated with the travel of spectators and 
media were to be mitigated . Additionally, the “Sustainable 
Future” programme envisaged the introduction of energy-ef-
ficient and low carbon technologies in the areas of infrastruc-
ture, industry and agriculture in the Russian Federation . So 
how did it turn out for the environment, after all? Already at 
the preparation stage, an illegal landfill was discovered, and 
activists reported that valuable natural sites of the Caucasus 
were destroyed .

3. Was the boycott of the Olympic Games effective?
As announced, no tickets for the Winter Games were needed 
for the presidents of France, Germany and Lithuania: Fran-
çois Hollande, Joachim Gauck and Dalia Grybauskaitė . Some 
celebrities, such as Lady Gaga, also boycotted the event . 

Who actually appeared in the audience is key to emphasis-
ing the importance of the Games .

THE BALL IS ROUND, AND THERE ARE TWO 
GOALS
Another example of irresponsibility in sports is FIFA, the Inter-
national Federation of Association Football, which constantly 
adds new items to its guilt list, breaking records for what is, 
after all, a non-governmental organisation . 

Alleged violations of human and workers’ rights in the organ-
isation of the World Cup; lack of financial transparency, unclear 
remuneration policy, absence of any external control, non-
transparent organisation structures, corruption scandals (such 
as those associated with the choice of World Cup hosts in 2014, 
2018 and 2022) — no wonder FIFA was nominated in the ‘pres-
tigious’ Public Eye competition, where Internet users choose 
the most irresponsible organisations worldwide .

SPORT MEANS RESPONSIBILITY, STUPID!
The sports industry is one of the most dynamically develop-
ing sectors of economy in the world . However, it is lacking 
standards that would regulate the working mechanisms of the 
most important institutions and revise the international sports 
competitions and events . It would be a good solution, for sure, 
to include responsible business in the working rules of the 
most important market players . Let’s take the Catalan FC Bar-
celona . Through its FC Barcelona Foundation, the Club carries 
out CSR activities, joining social campaigns, supporting UNI-
CEF or fighting poverty . Most of all, however, owing to special 
programmes addressed to underprivileged children and youth, 
they offer opportunities for education and development . Leo 
Messi, the football legend, was one of their beneficiaries . An 
important sports-inspired initiative is also the “NO to Racism” 
campaign against racism endorsed by UEFA . Sports events, too, 
can be organised in a sustainable manner . The Summer Olym-
pic Games in London were prepared in conformity to the ISO 
20121 standard .

Magda Andrejczuk 
Responsible Business Forum

Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire, it has the power to unite people in a way that little else does. 
It speaks to youth in a language they understand. Sport can create hope, where once there was only despair. It is more powerful than 
governments in breaking down racial barriers. It laughs in the face of all types of discrimination. (Nelson Mandela)

T he future belongs to cities . There are several reasons 
for that, the first one being the progressing urbanisa-
tion . According to the United Nations Statistics Divi-
sion, by 2025 more than 85% of Europeans will live 

in urban areas, and the rural-urban migration trend will most 
probably intensify in the future . Also the new allocation of Eu-
ropean funds and the National Urban Policy which is now in 
the pipeline shift the focus from countries and regions to cities . 
Therefore, funding will be provided to innovative solutions in 
the field of urban infrastructure, transport, construction, use 
of new technologies, as well as inclusion of citizens in the city 
management process . 

Why are cities so important? Because as coherent systems, 
they respond to changes faster than larger structures, such as 
districts or provinces . Solutions to key social, environmental 
and economic issues can be found faster in cities, and most 
importantly, they can be brought to life in a shorter time and in 
a more efficient manner . Solutions at the urban level are also 
easier to replicate in other cities . Therefore, cities of the future 
are often referred to as ‘smart cities’ or ‘resilient cities’ .  As a 
consequence of those phenomena, we are now witnessing a 
shift in the thinking (and speaking) about the implementation 
of the concept of sustainable development from the global to 
the local level . Hence the significant role of cities and local au-
thorities, already mentioned by Benjamin Barber who wrote 
that mayors should once again rule the world . 

A challenge remains, however, to manage the city in a manner 
that ensures its sustainable development, while considering 
the social, environmental and economic aspects . This requires 
precise rules to be set for the ‘game of sustainability’, which 
will engage a variety of players . 

THE RULES OF THE GAME
Urban management considering the perspective of sustain-
able development requires local authorities to involve multiple 
groups in the process of urban creation, in accordance with the 
principle ‘nothing about us without us’ . The first group are citi-
zens, who are more and more open to dialogue, and demand 
participation in the design of urban space . Local referenda, 
participative budgets or concepts such as CitiPartnerships (a 
project of cross-sectoral cooperation for urban development) 
are slowly gaining popularity . Numerous grassroots initiatives 
force authorities to act with more transparency . An interesting 
example here could be Gdynia, where a website titled “Cennik 
miejski” (“The city price list”) was launched on the initiative of 

the city mayor . The website contains information on the city’s 
spendings on public transport, maintenance of recreation ar-
eas, public facilities, as well as average salaries of city officials . 
Entrepreneurs and investors are slowly being included in the 
urban development process, as sustainable cities provide a 
strong impetus to support innovation in local enterprises, also 
in cooperation with science and research institutions . 

NEW PLAYERS
The discussion on sustainable development of cities, which has 
been taking place for years, is now intensifying, and is begin-
ning to include business . The sustainable construction trend 
is already perceptible in Poland . New office buildings are de-
signed to high environmental standards to meet the expecta-
tions of the most demanding customers . Numerous business 
solutions follow, which helps local authorities respond to 
actual urban problems . These include, for example, a traffic 
lights management system which addresses the street conges-
tion problem, an ambulance monitoring system which reduces 
the time needed to reach patients, remote monitoring of water 
consumption allowing for real savings both for the city and for 
its citizens . In addition, more and more initiatives are being 
implemented in cooperation between the business and city au-
thorities . In many cases no partner relations exist yet (public-
private partnerships), but the cooperation will surely develop .

Therefore, it is obvious that the concept of a sustainable city 
is very broad and almost every industry can find its space and 
inspiration to take action . However, the top priorities must be 
the social dialogue and cross-sectoral cooperation, which form 
the cornerstone for everything that we would like to call ‘sus-
tainable’ .

Agata Gruszecka-Tieśluk
Knowledge Manager

Responsible Business Forum
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Cooperating for a Change  

O ver three decades ago, Ashoka brought the world’s 
attention to the fact that changes were driven by 
social innovation . Moreover, three factors were 
needed for a change to occur: an innovative busi-

ness model (an idea), an innovator (a social entrepreneur) and 
resources to support promotion and replication . 

In the world of global business, new and successful ideas 
spread at a fast pace, and everyone wants to access them . Such 
market forces, however, are not present in the world of the new 
social concepts . To the contrary, great ideas for social activities 
often remain local and, after many years of efforts, sometimes 
succeed in reaching the national scale . 

In an attempt to address this challenge, the way of thinking, 
strategies and resources from the business environment are 
being transplanted to the world of social organisations . The 
area combining business acumen with actions geared towards 
resolving social issues is known as social finance or impact in-
vesting . This means that investing strategically is coupled with 
business consulting methods to help bring about a measurable 
social, environmental and financial change . Impact investing 
includes such initiatives as venture philanthropy, social ven-
ture, social incubators or social business competitions . 

Venture philanthropy is a long-term technical and financial 
support offered to a social organisation, matching its growth 
stage and range of operations, to increase its effectiveness and 
social impact . In Poland, activities in this area are carried out by 
Ashoka in cooperation with Polish Private Equity and Venture 
Capital Association (PSIK), which transfer technical and capital 
support models from the business sector to social organisa-
tions . 

Social venture structures, that are popular in the UK, offer a 
range of repayable financial instruments (loans, guarantees), 
responding to ongoing developmental needs of organisations 
or short-term financial requirements (e .g . liquidity problems 
while awaiting a subsidy) . Such instruments are offered to so-
cial organisations in Poland by, the Polish-American Commu-
nity Assistance Fund, Małopolski Fundusz Pożyczkowy (a loan 
fund) or Towarzystwo Inwestycji Społeczno-Ekonomicznych (a 
socio-economic investment society), among others . The levels 
of capital and technical support offered by those entities vary 
considerably .

In the Polish reality, social incubators (a concept designed by 
analogy to business incubators) usually do not have any funds 

at their disposal and their support is limited to technical assis-
tance . NESsT, an international organisation which commenced 
its operations in Poland in 2013, is trying to bridge this finan-
cial support gap with respect to newer players . Its offering is 
addressed to young social organisations (social start-ups) and 
includes technical support, business consulting and invest-
ments to stimulate growth .

The idea of social business competitions (or social business 
plan competitions) is becoming more and more popular and 
is often used as a tool to discover interesting social initiatives 
(by analogy to looking for great business ideas in the business 
sector) . In Poland, the competitions promote interesting social 
ventures (e .g . the competition organised by Fundacja Inicjatyw 
Społeczno-Ekonomicznych or the competition for the best pub-
lic-private partnership originated by UNDP and now continued 
by the Center of European Projects), offering technical support 
and financial incentives . In all categories, organisations and 
their business partners must address the challenges of com-
mercialisation and competition against other market players .

Lessons learned from the Ashoka Globalizer initiative, which 
supports Ashoka members in entering international markets, 
show that the alignment of thinking, metrics or business strate-
gies to social activities does not compromise their social mis-
sions . To the contrary, the knowledge and experience of en-
trepreneurs, when appropriately adapted, have a very positive 
impact on the effectiveness of social organisations . Addition-
ally, they often confirm that small can be big . Certainly, the 
solutions do not fit all purposes . What works in an organisa-
tion helping long-time unemployed does not have to succeed 
in an organisation working for autistic people . However, this 
is one of the reasons why they are so attractive and offer an 
opportunity to look for innovative solutions, both to social and 
business partners . They are mostly related with the propaga-
tion of knowledge, competence and experience between what 
often seems to be very different sectors . Joint social finance 
initiatives of social and business partners have already been 
pioneered in Poland (by Ashoka, PSIK, NESsT, UNDP or FISE) . 
Like in other countries, they are also based on knowledge, ex-
perience, proven models and commercial business strategies . 
Ultimately, they take joint actions, combining the competenc-
es of social and business partners to achieve a positive social 
change .

Ewa Konczal
Ashoka Poland & CEE

Women on the Board

I n 2011, Viviane Reding, Vice-President of the European 
Commission responsible for Justice, brought attention to 
the issue of improving the access of women to top seats 
on company boards . The Women on the Board Pledge for 

Europe initiative is a programme addressed to the largest Euro-
pean publicly listed companies . Within a year from announcing 
the initiative the percentage of women in managing bodies of 
European companies increased from 11 .8% in 2010 to 13 .7% in 
January 2012 .

As a result of that action, in November 2013, the European Par-
liament decided that women’s presence on corporate boards 
of publicly listed companies with more than 250 employees or 
global turnover exceeding EUR 50 million had to increase to 
40% by 2020 . The regulation will apply to all European Union 
Member States . Institutions which fail to comply will be sanc-
tioned .

As follows from the most recent CE Top 500 ranking of top 
Central European companies by Deloitte, women account for 
a mere 14 .5% of Supervisory Board members of top 91 Polish 
companies . It means that enterprises are facing a real chal-
lenge and women should be getting ready to grasp the oppor-
tunities offered by the new regulation .

CAN BUSINESS BENEFIT FROM STRONGER 
PRESENCE OF WOMEN?
According to the findings of a European Commission report 
prepared on the basis of the aforementioned programme, 
gender balance within top positions contributes to better busi-
ness performance, improved competitiveness and economic 
benefits . This is further confirmed by a number of studies and 
reports by recruitment and consulting companies, including 
Deloitte . Additionally, analysis points to a positive correlation 
between diversity and business performance and innovation . 
Psychologists note that women are more resilient to stress, are 
able to work under the pressure of multitasking, demonstrate 
better work organisation and teamwork skills .

Furthermore, one of the most recent studies (by John Gerze-
ma and Michael D’Antonio, the Athena Doctrine; a survey on 
64,000 individuals from 13 countries generating most of the 
global revenue: Brazil, Chile, China, France, India, Indonesia, 
Japan, Canada, South Korea, Mexico, Germany, USA and UK) 
indicates that the world is tired with the excess of typically 
masculine characteristics present in life, business and politics . 
The perception of our times by the communities is exception-

ally pessimistic . Two-thirds of people from leading nations of 
the globe feel that time has come for a big change and that the 
world would be a better place if women or men who think like 
women took charge . 
What it means for global business is that, along with the ma-
jor trend of going away from masculine domination, defini-
tions and expectations of leadership, happiness and success 
are changing . According to the respondents, a modern leader 
should openly share his or her emotions and feelings . The 
leader should anticipate and shape the future, implementing 
solutions to ensure sustainable growth rather than instant 
benefits . In an economy with strong bonds and interrelations, 
respondents perceive masculine features, such as aggression 
and control, as considerably less effective than values common-
ly attributed to women, such as cooperation and sharing of 
achievements . And, according to the study, success is defined 
more in terms of relations and recognition than in terms of 
financial performance .

DELOITTE SHEXO CLUB — DEVELOPMENT. 
LEADERSHIP. NETWORKING 
In response to the aforementioned trends that are discussed 
in the markets of the European Union, Deloitte is implement-
ing its Women in Business Programme as part of its Inclusion 
and Diversity strategy . SheXO Club is the key feature of the pro-
gramme . It was launched in 2011 and is addressed to women 
executives . It was conceived with business women and their 
individual and professional development in mind . It offers 
space for a regular exchange of ideas, development of lead-
ership competences and networking . The Club organises busi-
ness meetings, inviting business psychology experts, coaches, 
mentors and successful individuals . The Club also initiates and 
sponsors publications which address and enhance the exper-
tise in the area of women’s professional development . Ad-
ditionally, in collaboration with scientists, psychologists and 
business practitioners, research is carried out to improve the 
understanding of the challenges and changes in that area .

Magda Sarzyńska
Manager at Deloitte

TRENDS
FOR 2014

TRENDS

FOR 2014
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Circular Economy

M any of today’s businesses are looking for incre-
mental efficiency gains, in an effort to reduce their 
exposure to sudden price rises and pervasive vola-
tility on commodities markets . Yet it’s becoming 

more and more apparent that traditional efficiency strategies 
will only have a limited impact when faced with a systemic shift 
such as the one today’s global economy is undergoing .

This scenario is one of the factors that is causing an increasing 
number of business leaders, politicians and analysts to sug-
gest that the throughput economy in place since the Industrial 
Revolution — based on a take-make-dispose flow of resources 
and energy — isn’t providing the socio-economic solutions we 
need today . Arguably, the ‘rules of the game’ have changed . 
With a century of commodity price declines erased in a decade, 
three billion new middle-class consumers coming into play by 
2030, and unprecedented price volatility in the markets, lead-
ers in businesses, government and education are searching for 
an alternative that will enable us to reinvent progress for the 
21st century . 

One possibility could lie in a transition towards a circular econ-
omy, a different economic framework that has been gaining 
traction around the world in recent years . A circular economy 
is regenerative by design, with two distinct material flows, bio-
logical and technical . Products and services in this economy 
would be designed to optimise their circulation, with biologi-
cal materials returning to a food and farming system, and tech-
nical materials being kept in production and use loops without 
loss of quality . Increasing levels of reuse and remanufacturing 
lowers the threshold energy required to power this system, 
making the gradual switch to renewable energy sources more 
feasible . 

It’s an attractive proposition, and for the past four years the 
Ellen MacArthur Foundation has found a receptive audience in 
leaders looking to find new value creation mechanisms, with 
the promise of long-term resilience . To help make the business 
case for circularity, the Foundation worked with McKinsey and 
Company on three economic reports, which concluded that a 
circular economy would not only help decouple economic de-
velopment from finite resource inputs, but also represent an 
opportunity in excess of 1tn USD awaited those progressive 
enough to kickstart a transition . 

And a growing number of businesses are already seizing this 
opportunity . Renault, for example, continues to expand opera-
tions at its Choisy-le-Roi plant in France, where four types of 

components are remanufactured . This process restores parts to 
the same quality as new, but at 30-50% of the cost, employing 
over 300 people in the process . Kingfisher are also investing 
in circular economy innovation, including ‘mining’ resources 
from recovered power tools and piloting tool rental schemes . 

It is promising to see a number of businesses taking the lead on 
this challenge, and large companies as well as smaller innova-
tors can influence change . Moreover, the European Union has 
also seen the economic potential of the circular economy, and 
facing a range of resource-related targets as far ahead as 2050, 
has been working to build a policy framework that entrains a 
shift towards circular practices . 

Still, challenges lie ahead in realising the full potential of this 
model . Building blocks identified in the 2012 Towards the Cir-
cular Economy report include improving the design of prod-
ucts to facilitate reuse and materials separation, building more 
robust reverse supply chains and developing new business 
models . Collaboration is also key, for ultimately the circular 
economy is not about change in one product, business, indus-
try or country . Commissioner Janez Potočnik made this point in 
a recent interview, highlighting potential links between Europe 
and China as a means to accelerating the transition to a circular 
economy . However, the challenges that lie within this frame-
work can be a powerful stimulus for innovation and disruption 
to the status quo, for example in providing access to service 
over product ownership, and using the power of the internet 
to enable new business models .

There is widespread feeling amongst European business that 
current economic models will not provide long-term prosperity 
in the context of population growth and resource constraints . 
We believe that a circular economy framework could offer 
guiding principles for re-thinking and redesigning our futures . 
There are promising signs of a shift taking place . Reaching this 
goal will require pioneering ambition, combined with varied 
collaboration to deliver the benefits of a system that rebuilds 
economic, social and natural capital .

Ellen MacArthur Foundation

DOBRE PRAKTYKI 
POLSKICH FUNDACJI KORPORACYJNYCH

Since 2012, the Polish Donors Forum and the representatives of 
45 corporate foundations have been running a project with the 
objective to raise the operating standards of corporate founda-
tions in Poland . The foundations’ representatives present their 
achievements and best practices in adhering to the standards 
sat periodically held meetings . The examples provided reflect 
the procedures and practices which have already been imple-
mented to help the organizations increase their efficiency, both 
in terms of social involvement and resource management .

FIRST ANALYSE, THEN ACT
The Foundation of Bank Ochrony Środowiska chooses the 
areas of involvement and the operation methods based on a 
needs analysis and in accordance with its mission statement 
and strategic objectives . It is committed to the promotion of 
healthy eating habits and healthy lifestyle in Poland . Based on 
the results of external and commissioned research studies, the 
Foundation has found that nearly 40% of children in Poland 
eat sweets on a daily basis . These statistics served the starting 
point for the Foundation’s health promotion initiatives, includ-
ing a grant programme addressed to schools that want their 
school shops to offer healthier alternatives .

CLEAR COMMUNICATION
Corporate foundations receive hundreds of requests for sup-
port; without proper procedures in place, they are not able 
to work efficiently . A lack of clearly defined criteria may also 
cause distrust towards the organization . The TVN Foundation 
“Nie jesteś sam” (You’re not alone), which has provided assis-
tance to several thousand people, follows its own regulations 
which have been written down and are broadly available . In 
accordance with the principle of integrity, the regulations 
clearly specify who may receive support from the Foundation 
and how the requests are reviewed, and contain step-by-step 
instructions on how to request help . 

GRANTEE AS A PARTNER TO THE FOUNDATION
Despite the fact that the donor-grantee relationship is not 
an equal one, grant recipients should be treated as partners . 
The PZU Foundation awards grants to local non-governmental 
organizations based on the belief that the grantees are experts 
in their fields . Consequently, the Foundation does not interfere 
with the activities of the organizations, and instead offers 
them assistance with formal procedures . Additionally, the 
Foundation provides free training to help the donees imple-
ment and settle their projects . 

BUSINESSES SPONSOR THEIR OWN FOUNDATIONS
Even though it is legal for a corporate foundation to use public 
money, it is the founding company that should provide its main 
source of funding . Citi Handlowy has implemented programs 
through the Kronenberg Foundation to demonstrate its commit-
ment to social responsibility . The Foundation receives an annual 
donation to conduct its operations and fulfil the bank’s social 
agenda . It has a model financial management structure, both in 
terms of its own operations and the collaboration with external 
auditing and advisory bodies . This allows the Foundation to 
effectively increase its funds, and ensures transparency . 

COOPERATION WITH THE DONOR
A company that has established a foundation may continue 
to provide material support and counselling, as well as get-
ting involved in joint initiatives . By providing the donor with 
regular updates on the status of its projects and future plans 
and engaging the company’s experts, Nutricia Foundation 
made the company (Nutricia) a valuable partner . To main-
tain its independence, Nutricia Foundation never uses the 
donor’s products in its nutrition education initiatives . The 
partnership nature of the foundation-donor relationship and 
a clearly defined joint social objective ensure that the foun-
dation will not be used to support the company’s business 
operations .

INDEPENDENT AUDITING AND TRANSPARENCY
The Foundation Council ensures ongoing control over the 
Przyjaciółka Foundation . The members of the Council have 
no connection with the donor or the members of the 
Foundation’s Management Board whose performance they 
assess . Currently, the Council of the Przyjaciółka Foundation 
is composed of members specializing in different fields, 
including a lawyer, an immunology professor and a musician . 
Additionally, once a year, an independent auditor verifies the 
accuracy of the foundation’s financial management . By pub-
lishing its annual reports in the Internet, the foundation also 
submits itself to public scrutiny . 

Corporate foundations are now halfway through the process 
of setting the standards for their sector . In 2014, they will 
focus on such areas as foundation teams, collaboration, 
evaluation of their operations, as well as disclosure, report-
ing and transparency . Just like in the previous year, the proj-
ect is made up of three components: seminars during which 
the participants learn about good practices of the Polish and 
foreign corporate foundations pertaining to a specific stan-
dard, workshops where they develop the standards through 
discussion, and individual coaching and counselling meet-
ings to support the foundations in the implementation of the 
operating rules . In May 2015, all standards will be published 
together with tips on what steps need to be taken to use 
them in practice to help a corporate foundation operate 
more efficiently . 

Agata Tomaszewska
Polish Donors Forum

The project “Improvement of quality of public agenda implementation by cor-
porate foundations in Poland” is co-financed by the European Union under the 
European Social Fund .

Good Practices at Polish Corporate Foundations

TRENDS

FOR 2014
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Organizational 
governance

Organizational governance is a system by which an organization makes and implements decisions 
in pursuit of its objectives . [ . . .] An organization's processes and structures should enable it to:
- develop strategies, objectives, and targets that reflect its commitment to social responsibility;
- demonstrate leadership commitment and accountability; [ . . .]
- promote a fair opportunity for underrepresented groups (including women and racial and ethnic 

groups) to occupy senior positions in the organization;
- balance the needs of the organization and its stakeholders, including immediate needs and those 

of future generations;
- establish two-way communication processes with its stakeholders, identifying areas of agreement 

and disagreement and negotiating to resolve possible conflicts;
- encourage effective participation of all levels of employees in the organization's social 

responsibility activities [ . . .]

PN-ISO 26000:2012 standard
Guidance on social responsibility
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ORGANIZATIONAL GOVERNANCE

Organizational governance

No Company Practice Category
1 Bank Zachodni WBK BZ WBK code of conduct ethics

2 Carrefour Polska Sp. z o.o. STOP Waste management

3 CEMEX Year of dialogues in CEMEX dialogue with 
stakeholders

4 CEMEX ETHOS - Ethics in the workplace ethics

5 Dalej Razem sp. z o.o. Employment of persons with disabilities management

6 EDF Polska Code of ethics of EDF Polska S .A . ethics

7 ENEA S.A. ENEA Capital Group Code Of Conduct ethics

8 ENEA S.A. ENEA Capital Group Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2012 
compliant with GRI G4 guidelines in online version

reporting

9 GlaxoSmithKline Speak Up Line ethics

10 Grupa Saint-Gobain Conduct and Action Principles of Saint-Gobain ethics

11 ING Bank Śląski ING THE ART OF RESPONSIBILITY Corporate Social Responsibility 
Report of ING Bank Śląski S .A . 2011-2012

reporting

12 Kimball Electronics Poland 
Sp. z o.o.

CSR Team at Kimball management

13 Kompania Piwowarska SA Sustainability Report compliant with G4 reporting

14 Kompania Piwowarska SA Integrated educational activities for discouraging irresponsible 
drinking  

management

15 Leroy Merlin Polska Leroy Merlin Poland Code of Ethics ethics

16 NEUCA Introduction of Ethical Code NEUCA ethics

17 Operator Gazociągów 
Przesyłowych GAZ-SYSTEM S.A.

WebCSR System Implementation: IT tools supporting 
the process of non-financial data reporting

reporting

18 Operator Gazociągów 
Przesyłowych GAZ-SYSTEM S.A.

GAZ-SYSTEM S .A . adheres to the guidelines set out in ISO 26000 management

19 Orange Polska Compliance Management Program in Orange Polska compliance

20 Orange Polska CSR Friends management

21 Panas Schody Code of Ethics Panas Schody ethics

22 Pelion S.A. Code of Conduct ethics

23 Pelion S.A. Corporate Social Responsibility Report reporting

24 PKO Bank Polski Public consultation about the project Rotunda 2013 dialogue with 
stakeholders

25 Polskie LNG S.A. Social Dialogue dialogue with 
stakeholders

26 Schenker Sp. z o.o. The compliance every day compliance

27 Skanska S.A. Skanska Code of Conduct ethics

28 Termisil Huta Szkła 
Wołomin S.A.

Collaboration with diverse stakeholders 
in restructuring processes

management

29 T-Mobile Polska S.A. Gifts Acceptance Policy compliance

30 T-Mobile Polska S.A. Guiding Principles Day ethics

31 T-Mobile Polska S.A. DRC Days in T-Mobile ethics
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DIALOGUE WITH STAKEHOLDERS

In 2013, CEMEX implemented a stakeholder dialogue process in accordance with AA 1000 
SES . 19 meetings were held gathering a total of 1100 participants . Members of the archi-
tectural community, social organizations, the media, Warsaw authorities and individual 
stakeholders took part in a public consultation on revitalization of the Warsaw Rotunda, 
a building where a branch of PKO BP Bank is located . Polskie LNG has been engaged in a 
social dialogue based on AA 1000 SES, which has allowed the company to establish durable 
relations with external stakeholders, in particular with the local community in the Warszów 
district of Świnoujście where an LNG terminal is being built .

ETHICS

Leroy Merlin’s Code of Ethics supports the employees in taking responsible decisions in 
relations with their colleagues, the company’s partners, suppliers and institutions . To 
develop its Code of Ethics, Pelion engaged a team composed of members of all of the com-
pany’s business lines to incorporate ethical issues relevant to different employee groups . 
The CEMEX Code of Ethics and Business Conduct defines the most important principles of 
ethics in the workplace which form the foundation of the company’s corporate culture . 
The General Code of Conduct is a document describing the standards for ethical behaviour 
for the entire BZ WBK Group . As an introduction to developing its code of ethics, Grupa 
Kapitałowa ENEA identified its corporate values in consultation with the representatives 
of all companies operating within the Group and their employees . These include integrity, 
competence, responsibility and safety . The rules of conduct common to all employees of 
the Saint-Gobain Group worldwide are laid down as the Behaviour and Conduct Principles . 
Thanks to the company’s ethics and reliability helpline, GSK employees can choose from 
several options to confidentially report behaviours which violate the law, ethical standards 
or the company rules . From the early stages of the process, NEUCA engaged its employees 
and business partners (pharmacists, manufacturers) in the development of the company’s 
code of conduct to identify the key areas . Panas Schody has also developed and implement-
ed a code of ethics . Developed in 2002, the Skanska Code of Conduct is a set of rules rel-
evant to all aspects of the company’s business, which all employees of the Skanska Group 
worldwide are required to follow . EDF Group developed its code of ethics to standardize 
the ethical principles and communicate a coherent system of values within all companies 
of the Group . To share the knowledge of the company’s values, internal regulations, profes-
sional ethics and the relevant standards, laws and telecommunications regulations with its 
employees, T-Mobile Polska organized a two-day conference: DRC Days . Additionally, the 
employees celebrate the company’s corporate culture once a year: in 2013, the Corporate 
Values Day involved employee hobby fair and themed workshops .

REPORTING

Kompania Piwowarska published its eighth sustainable development report; for the first 
time, the report was drawn up in accordance with the G4 Global Reporting Initiative, 
Core level . The 2012 GK ENEA corporate social responsibility report was also prepared 
in accordance with the GRI G4 guidelines . The first corporate social responsibility report 
published by ING Bank Śląski for the years 2011-2012 was prepared in accordance with the 
international GRI standard, level 3 .1 . The aim of the corporate social responsibility report 
written by experts from different companies operating within the Pelion Group was to 
provide a systematic and methodical summary of the activities carried out by the Group, 
and to share them with the stakeholders in a single document . GAZ-SYSTEM implemented 
WebCSR system to streamline the collection and management of non-financial data in the 
reporting process . 

MANAGEMENT

Dalej Razem is a company founded by a non-governmental organization which employs 
people with autism and offers them jobs suited to their capabilities and aptitude . Over 
50% of the employees have disabilities, including 12 with autism spectrum disorders . The 
“STOP waste” programme implemented by Carrefour focuses on 7 goals: educate employ-

ORGANIZATIONAL GOVERNANCEORGANIZATIONAL GOVERNANCE

ees on environmentally-friendly work habits in the offices and stores, optimize goods 
flow, engage suppliers in waste prevention, educate customers to help prevent waste, 
reduce losses in packaging management, optimize transport and logistics, and rationalize 
energy consumption . GAZ-SYSTEM has based its CSR strategy on ISO 26000 . The decision to 
develop a CSR strategy at Termisil was made when the company faced financial problems 
and the need for restructuring . The company defined its mission, vision and values, and 
decided to focus on its collaboration with the stakeholders . At Orange, the “CSR Friends” 
are employees from different departments who work with the CSR Orange team, support 
the implementation of the company’s strategy and take their own initiatives to help build 
the culture of corporate social responsibility at the company . At Kimball Electronics, the 
Socially Responsible Committee was established to support socially responsible efforts 
made by the company . The Committee is composed of members of different departments . 
Kompania Piwowarska runs integrated educational activities for discouraging irrespon-
sible drinking (aimed mainly at employees and customers) .

COMPLIANCE

The Compliance Management Programme in place at Orange Polska is a solution to ensure 
that the company’s actions are compatible with the law and its internal rules, and to 
minimize the risk of non-compliance . As part of this initiative, the company implemented 
its Anti-Corruption Policy, provided training to the employees and held a Compliance 
Management Day . 

Schenker also aims to increase the employees’ awareness of compliance and encourages 
the staff to apply these rules in their daily work . The employees and associates of T-Mobile 
Polska were given clear and easy-to-follow rules on accepting gifts from suppliers, custom-
ers and collaborators . 
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Human Rights

No Company Practice Category
1 Bank BPH Women's Network organization activity women in business

2 Capgemini Sp. z o. o. Women at Capgemini women in business

3 Carrefour Polska Sp. z o.o. Carrefour's Diversity Policy and the signing of Diversity Charter diversity

4 Dentsu Aegis Network Diversity in Dentsu Aegis Network diversity

5 EDF Polska Promotion of the Diversity diversity

6 Grupa Saint-Gobain Diversity diversity

7 Henkel Polska Sp. z o.o. Women in Leadership women in business

8 Henkel Polska Sp. z o.o. Diversity Week diversity

9 Infosys BPO Poland Diversity Team policies and 
procedures

10 Monika Klonowska – Szkolenia; 
Relations Maria Pawłów

Education in the field of antimobbing policy implementation 
and good managing practice

policies and 
procedures

11 Pelion S.A. Gender Equality Project women in business

12 Volkswagen Poznań Anti-discrimination Policy policies and 
procedures

DIVERSITY

Carrefour Polska has implemented and pursues its policy of diversity . As stipulated in 
the policy, skills are the unique prerequisite for employment . Additionally, the company 
is involved in projects supporting occupational activation of people with disabilities and 
promotes a supported employment approach . The Saint-Gobain Group developed the 
Parent’s Handbook and the “The 50+ Project: A Mature Response” to support older employ-
ees; the company also hosted events, including a campaign to promote a healthy lifestyle . 
The Group monitors employment indicators on a regular basis . The EDF Group promotes 
and shares good practices on diversity, including among its suppliers and contractors, and 
focuses on a fair recruitment process . Henkel Polska educates employees on diversity and 
the benefits resulting therefrom, for instance by publishing articles in the company’s maga-
zine and the intranet, as well as by organizing diversity workshops . Dentsu Aegis Network 
has signed the Diversity Charter, engaged in the activities of the HR Manager’s Club and the 
“Active Woman” project, and participated in the Diversity Index study .

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Volkswagen Poznań implemented its anti-mobbing and anti-discrimination policies in 
close collaboration with the representatives of the employer and the trade unions . Infosys 
BPO Poland established a special Diversity Team whose task is to integrate all employees 
and support the promotion and development of the diversity approach both internally and 
externally . Two companies, Monika Klonowska – Szkolenia and Relations Maria Pawłów, 
run a website addressed to employees: mobbingidyskryminacja .pl . The site contains infor-
mation and advice on counteracting mobbing and discrimination .

HUMAN RIGHTS

Human rights
An organization has the responsibility to respect human rights, including within its sphere of 
influence . [ . . .] An organization's opportunities to support human rights will often be greatest 
among its own operations and employees . Additionally, an organization will have opportunities 
to work with its suppliers, peers or other organizations and the broader society . In some cases, 
organizations may wish to increase their influence through collaboration with other organizations 
and suppliers .

PN-ISO 26000:2012 standard
Guidance on social responsibility
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WOMEN IN BUSINESS

Bank BPH has an internal organization called Women’s Network, which promotes and 
pursues the concept of gender diversity in companies . It mainly focuses on promoting the 
development of women, improving their managerial skills and career planning, and assists 
in establishing collaboration with other women . As part of the Women Project launched 
at Capgemini, the employees meet in a relaxed setting to have conversations, share their 
experiences and discuss various topics, including diversity in the workplace and work-life 
balance . “Women in Leadership” is an international networking and development program 
conducted at Henkel addressed to women in managerial positions . The aim of the initiative 
is to support personal development and careers of female managers, and to release the 
potential of this group of employees . At Pelion Group, the equality policy is followed on 
several levels: equal pay, equal access to training and transparent paths for career growth 
and promotion . 

HUMAN RIGHTS

Labour practices
The labour practices of an organization encompass all policies and practices relating to work 
performed within, by or on behalf of the organization, including subcontracted work . [ . . .] The 
creation of jobs, as well as wages and other compensation paid for work performed, are among 
an organization's most important economic and social contributions . Meaningful and productive 
work is an essential element in human development; standards of living are improved through full 
and secure employment . Its absence is a primary cause of social problems . Labour practices have 
a major impact on respect for the rule of law and on the sense of fairness present in society: socially 
responsible labour practices are essential to social justice, stability and peace .

PN-ISO 26000:2012 standard
Guidance on social responsibility
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Labour practices

LABOUR PRACTICESLABOUR PRACTICES

No Company Practice Category
1 ATERIMA Working parents! parent-friendly company

2 ATERIMA Supporting Labour Mobility Initiative corporate volunteering

3 BASF Polska Work-Life Balance Days work-life balance

4 Blue Media S.A. By bike to work – 1zł for 1 km employee health

5 Capgemini Sp. z o.o. Open Days for Family and Friends employee integration

6 CEMEX Safety on the road safety at work

7 CEMEX Catch the steer wheel training and development

8 CEZ Polska Sp. z o.o. Breakfast with the CEO dialogue with employees

9 CEZ Polska Sp. z o.o. The leaders of safety safety at work

10 Citi Handlowy The Volunteer’s Club corporate volunteering

11 Citi Handlowy Live Well employee health

12 Cognifide Polska Sp. z o.o. Cognifide – Job & Fun training and development

13 Credit Agricole Bank Polska The Grant Programme – element of the volunteer 
programme of Credit Agricole Bank Polska 
“I Act Cause I Like It”

corporate volunteering

14 Danone Sp. z o.o. Social Initiatives employee participation

15 Dentsu Aegis Network Pioneering recruitment practices recruitment and adaptation

16 Dentsu Aegis Network Volunteering competences in Dentsu Aegis Network corporate volunteering

17 Diageo Polska Sp. z o.o. Program Diageo Green Activation employee health

18 EDF Polska Social Academy of EDF dialogue with employees

19 EDF Polska Nomination of Employee Ombundsman dialogue with employees

20 EDF Polska Healthy EDF employee health

21 Farm Frites Poland SA Lets move employee health

22 Global e-Business Operations HP Volunteer Days corporate volunteering

23 Global e-Business Operations Culture Nights employee integration

24 Global e-Business Operations Clean the World corporate volunteering

25 Global e-Business Operations Happy Horizon corporate volunteering

26 Global e-Business Operations Christmas Charity Fair corporate volunteering

27 Global e-Business Operations Unroll your tongue training and development

28 Grupa GPEC Effective Manager in GPEC Group training and development

29 Grupa GPEC Soft start in GPEC Group recruitment and adaptation

30 Grupa Muszkieterów International Innovation Forum employee participation

31 Grupa Saint-Gobain Run towards future with Saint-Gobain employee health

32 Henkel Polska Sp. z o.o. Action Activation employee health

33 Horus Innowacyjne Materiały 
Przemysłowe Sp. z o.o.

Incentive program for employees employee health

34 Infosys BPO Poland Corporate Kindergarten parent-friendly company

35 ING Bank Śląski ING for Parents parent-friendly company

36 ING Bank Śląski Assignments for employees training and development

37 ING Usługi Finansowe S.A. HelpING – employee volunteering program corporate volunteering

No Company Practice Category
38 KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. KGHM Volunteering corporate volunteering

39 Lyreco Polska S.A. Shine by example & Report a risk safety at work

40 NSG Group w Polsce Pedestrian protection in  Pilkington Automotive 
manufacturing plant – gravitational gateways

safety at work

41 Operator Gazociągów 
Przesyłowych GAZ-SYSTEM S.A.

Corporate volunteering corporate volunteering

42 Orange Polska Orange management referential training and development

43 Orange Polska Obligatory CSR e-learning for Orange Polska new 
employees

training and development

44 Pelion S.A. Idea for plus employee participation

45 Pelion S.A. Pelion Wellness Programme employee health

46 PKO Bank Polski Employee Retirement Program employee support

47 PKO Bank Polski PKO BP let’s run together employee health

48 Polpharma Voluntary Program of Polpharma Group corporate volunteering

49 Polska Spółka Gazownictwa  
Sp. z o.o.

11 000 km for communication dialogue with employees

50 Polski Koncern Naftowy  
ORLEN SA

Family Friendly Employer parent-friendly company

51 Polski Koncern Naftowy  
ORLEN SA

Website: ORLEN Employee Volunteering corporate volunteering

52 Prologis Impact Day corporate volunteering

53 PZU Quit smoking with PZU employee health

54 RWE Polska Be fit and healthy at work employee health

55 SGS Polska Sp. z o.o. Safe place to work – prevention, education and 
reporting

safety at work

56 SGS Polska Sp. z o.o. SHINE – support for new employees in the first 
months of work

recruitment and adaptation

57 Siemens Sp. z o.o. Balance on the road – balanced pocket safety at work

58 Tchibo Warszawa Educational program about CSR for Tchibo employees training and development

59 Tchibo Warszawa Work-life balance program work-life balance

60 T-Mobile Polska S.A. Kids Day employee integration

61 T-Mobile Polska S.A. „RESCUE TEAM” in T-Mobile safety at work

62 UBS Poland Service Centre  
Sp. z o.o.

Induction for Newjoiners and Managers recruitment and adaptation

63 UBS Poland Service Centre  
Sp. z o.o.

Corporate volunteering corporate volunteering

64 VIWA Entertainment Poland  
Sp. z o.o.

VIWA Leaders training and development

65 Volkswagen Poznań Center of rehabilitations and sport employee health

66 Volkswagen Poznań Charter on Labour Relations dialogue with employees

67 Volkswagen Poznań StartUp recruitment and adaptation
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DIALOGUE WITH EMPLOYEES

In 2013, the Management Board of Polska Spółka Gazownictwa held 24 meetings with the 
employees . During the meetings, the company presented and discussed the basis of the 
new business model, the expected benefits, the current status of implementation, the main 
courses of action in different areas and the changes and processes taking place within the 
company . The new President of CEZ Polska was introduced to the team during the monthly 
breakfast meetings with the President of the Management Board . The EDF Polska Group 
introduced the employee ombudsman function to create an additional independent chan-
nel to communicate with employees and their representatives and discuss employee mat-
ters, and to provide an additional mechanism for evaluating the actions taken with regard 
to those employed with the company . Eighteen trade unions operating within the company 
accepted the invitation to contribute to the EDF Social Academy: a series of 7-day-long 
workshop sessions dedicated to the employees actively involved in trade union activities . 
The Charter on Labour Relations implemented at Volkswagen Poznań in 2009 regulates the 
dialogue with employee representatives and defines the following three rights regarding 
participation in the company operations: notification, information, and co-determination .

EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

Pelion employees can suggest innovative business solutions via a dedicated website . The 
company’s Management Board reviews each concept and decides whether to approve it for 
further implementation . The business model of Grupa Muszkieterów (Les Mousquetaires) 
is also based on the idea that all members of the Group in six European countries, including 
Poland, should be involved in the business, including supermarket owners, franchisees, as 
well as sales department employees and retail outlet staff . They can suggest their ideas in 2 
categories: “Innovation” (projects not yet implemented, at concept stage or at early imple-
mentation phase) and “Good Practice” (projects in specific retail outlets or the head office 
which may be adopted by other stores or countries) . Danone specified 7 programmes and 
areas of activity which may be voluntarily joined by any employee . In 2013, the employee 
involvement ratio was 89% .

SAFETY AT WORK

SGS Polska has implemented the “safe workplace” education and prevention programme 
which involves both the company’s employees and top management . Once a year, the 
Management Board of Skawina Power Plant owned by CEZ Group awards the Safety Leader 
title to those employees who, with their attitude, daily work as well as engagement and 
creativity, made an outstanding contribution to protecting and enhancing safety at the 
company . The NSG Group implemented a gravity-controlled gate system at its plants in 
Chmielów and Sandomierz to ensure that pedestrians and forklifts are completely sepa-
rated . Thanks to the new solution, there have been no collisions . As part of the European 
Sustainable Transportation Week, Siemens launched several initiatives to improve road 
safety of its employees and build their awareness of eco-friendly driving and the impact of 
cars on the environment . 

To ensure safety of its driving subcontractors, CEMEX Polska has launched e-training 
courses, meetings for drivers with the top management, practical training activities on safe 
driving, and driver audits conducted by specially prepared internal trainers . At T-Mobile 
Polska, safety is ensured by the company’s Rescue Team which provides rescue services at 
the head office and across the country in case of risk from natural hazard, such as flooding . 

PARENT-FRIENDLY COMPANY

ING Bank Śląski offers working conditions that reflect the changing needs of the parent-
employees . Depending on their situation and the child’s age, they receive support from 
the bank . PKN ORLEN has implemented novel solutions to help its employees balance their 
professional commitments with family life . These include: a) work time-related rights; b) 
benefits; c) medical care .  In response to the needs of its parent-employees, Infosys BPO 

Poland opened a company kindergarten . The company converted 300 square meters of 
office space into three playrooms, a kitchen, a lavatory and a changing room . In 2013, the 
number of parent-employees at ATERIMA rose by 80% compared to 2012 . Based on a needs 
assessment survey, the company has implemented measures to improve the working condi-
tions of this employee group . 

WORK-LIFE BALANCE

The classes organized by BASF Polska provide the participants with the opportunity to 
discuss topics related to healthy lifestyle, and develop new interests . With the initiative, 
the company aims to improve well-being and satisfaction among its employees . Tchibo 
Warszawa offers its employees: a) the possibility of part-time employment, job sharing, 
and working remotely; b) support to parent-employees; c) additional medical care, a sports 
package, preventive healthcare programmes, seasonal fruit and juice . 

EMPLOYEE HEALTH

Pelion has launched various initiatives to help its employees live a healthy lifestyle . They 
focus on three key areas: physical activity, healthy eating and health promotion, and bal-
ance between personal and professional life . Similar activities have been conducted at Citi 
Handlowy based on four modules: preventive healthcare, healthy eating habits, life balance 
and sports . EDF encourages its employees to live healthily by offering them  stress manage-
ment classes which promote physical activity, healthy eating habits and work-life balance . 
Henkel also educates its employees and promotes healthy lifestyle and sports . The support 
provided by Farm Frites Poland includes payment of the rental fee for a gymnasium where 
its employees play volleyball and football, and a subsidy for swimming pool passes, gym 
membership and fitness classes . Horus Innowacyjne Materiały Przemysłowe has devel-
oped an employee incentive programme under which the company offers its employees 
free passes to a selected event or to a sports and leisure facility (swimming pool, gym, etc .) 
at least once every quarter . Additionally, at least once every six months, the company holds 
a team-building meeting which includes a sports competition . RWE Polska has launched 
several health promotion initiatives, such as lectures and meetings with experts in health 
and nutrition, and several sports events, including bicycle rides, sailing trips, sports and 
leisure activities as well as salsa and pilates classes . At Blue Media, the employees receive 
1 zloty for every 1 km commuted which is paid out once the employee has driven at least 
500 km . Diageo has contributed 1 zloty to an environmental and charitable cause for every 
kilometre covered by the employees running, cycling or walking . Over 100 employees 
and their partners joined the programme . The Saint-Gobain Group chose several running 
events across the country and encouraged the employees to participate in the competitions 
as members of the Saint-Gobain SQUAD team (over 30 people) . Participants were offered 
professional sports apparel, and the company paid the costs related to participation in the 
events . All kilometres run by the team were summed up and converted into a donation 
for a charitable cause . PKO Bank Polski stimulates its employees to be active by encour-
aging them to run and participate in events and the accompanying charitable activities 
supported by the company . PZU launched a campaign to help smoking employees quit . 
Volkswagen Poznań has opened the VWP Rehabilitation and Sports Centre at the plant . It 
offers emergency rehabilitation relief, professional assistance at the workplace provided by 
an ergonomist and a physical therapist, group classes for different teams, individual recom-
mendations offered as part of rehabilitation consultations, and a set of exercises developed 
for specific workplace-related ailments . 

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

Orange has strengthened the position and increased responsibility of its managers by 
implementing 8 managerial skills: customer and service quality focus, strategic thinking, 
performance focus, change management, team leadership, employee development, diver-
sity management, co-operation and impact . The GPEC Group has implemented a develop-
ment programme to address the needs of ambitious employees who seek dynamic career 
growth; the initiative allows them to acquire skills that will help them create new standards 

LABOUR PRACTICESLABOUR PRACTICES
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in the energy industry . The aim of the VIWA Leaders programme implemented by VIWA 
Entertainment is to understand, integrate and increase qualifications of the company lead-
ers . An internal internship at ING Bank Śląski is a temporary work experience at a different 
business unit designed to provide the employees with the desired experience or knowl-
edge, and allow the host business unit to use the knowledge and skills of the intern . CEMEX 
employees are encouraged to participate in the planning of their career development path . 
The company has held a series of meetings and consultations with an independent expert 
on personal development and career growth . Cognifide offers its employees flexible work-
ing hours, as well as the opportunity to choose what training and conferences they wish to 
attend; also, there is a special zone in the office where they can rest and relax . The company 
also provides soft skills training and English classes . To address a request of its employees, 
Global e-Business Operations created the Language Partners programme . Over 65 teams 
of two have already joined the programme . 

Tchibo Warszawa has developed a CSR education programme adapted to the 3 main 
employee groups: office, retail and sales . The main components of the programme 
include: a) training for store personnel on CSR and sustainable development at Tchibo; b) 
educational exhibition and e-book titled “Tchibo Guidebook on responsible business and 
sustainable development”; c) the CSR Days; d) a series of educational aids and contests 
explaining what eco-labels are placed on Tchibo products and what they mean . Orange 
offers an internal e-learning course on CSR which not only has an educational function but 
is also a useful tool that helps the CSR Team communicate the CSR strategy and projects at 
the organization . 

RECRUITMENT AND ADAPTATION

Dentsu Aegis Network has implemented innovative recruitment practices, including a 
robot called Łazik . The remotely controlled robot allowed the applicants to visit the com-
pany . By transmitting live image from the camera and providing the potential hires with the 
opportunity to talk to the employees, it helped them get an idea of the work environment 
at the company . UBS Poland Service Centre has launched an induction programme for new 
employees to help them adapt to the new workplace as soon as possible . All new hires 
(including interns) undergo a special 3-day induction training . Every new employee joining 
the GPEC Group can expect special treatment from the direct supervisor and the specially 
assigned integration specialist . SGS Polska has implemented a programme for newly hired 
employees consisting of 6 stages lasting a total of 6 months . The induction programme at 
Volkswagen Poznań lasts from 12 to 24 months and includes training, work at the produc-
tion site, and customer interactions . 

EMPLOYEE INTEGRATION

Capgemini held Family and Friends Open Days to support employee integration and to 
engage their families and friends into the company’s operations . The project was aimed 
to provide the visitors with the opportunity to get to know the organization, visit the 
workplace, participate in the “office tour”, see the employee’s desk and foster integra-
tion between the employees and their guests . T-Mobile Polska held Kids Day to offer the 
employees’ children the possibility to see their parents during their daily work and enjoy 
the specially prepared activities . Global e-Business Operations holds informal meetings to 
promote openness and tolerance to diversity among its employees . 

EMPLOYEE SUPPORT

PKO Bank Polski has implemented an additional voluntary benefit plan for its employees 
called the Employee Retirement Plan . The plan provides regular savings and investments 
until the employee becomes eligible to retire . The funds contributed under the retirement 
plan are invested in investment funds .

CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING

UBS Poland Services guarantees its employees a minimum of 16 hours a year for corporate 
volunteering . Based on its corporate volunteering strategy, GAZ-SYSTEM has implemented 
4 programmes, including collection of donations for an educational care facility in the 
company’s vicinity and a grant competition for the employees . ING Życie also has a grant 
programme in place which provides funds for projects in which the company’s employees 
participate on a voluntary basis . The ideas submitted by the employees are reviewed by 
a committee composed of different department members who promote projects requir-
ing involvement and co-operation . The corporate volunteering programme implemented 
at Polpharma and Credit Agricole Bank Polska is also based on a grant competition .
Volunteers at Prologis hold an annual event at a centre supporting children with disabili-
ties . Within one day, a group of nearly 50 employees built a mini zoo and renovated pad-
docks to improve the quality and comfort of the development and rehabilitation activities 
conducted at the facility . Dentsu Aegis Network is engaged in a competency sharing volun-
teer programme to share its media and programming expertise . Aterima employees have 
supported an initiative related to the changes which the European Commission intends to 
make in the Posted Workers Directive regulating the export of services by European export-
ers to other EU states which are criticized by the service export industry . Volunteers at 
Global e-Business Operations deliver workshops and presentations to children from a care 
and adoption centre, and support other Wrocław-based non-governmental organizations 
and collect charitable donations during Christmas markets . PKN Orlen created a website 
dedicated to corporate volunteering describing all volunteering programmes that can be 
joined by the company’s employees . The website also contains information on the previ-
ously launched initiatives, and allows the projects to be communicated to a larger audience 
in shorter time . A Volunteer Club established at Citi Handlowy holds themed meetings once 
every quarter to discuss topics suggested by the volunteers . The aim of the meetings is to 
inspire the volunteers to engage in new initiatives, and the skills acquired at training are 
expected to support them in their volunteering and professional commitments .

LABOUR PRACTICESLABOUR PRACTICES
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The environment

The decisions and activities of organizations invariably have an impact on the environment 
no matter where the organizations are located . These impacts may be associated with the 
organization's use of resources, location of the activities of the organization, the generation of 
pollution and wastes, and the impacts of the organization's activities on natural habitats . To reduce 
their environmental impacts, organizations should adopt an integrated approach that takes into 
consideration the direct and indirect economic, social, health and environmental implications of 
their decisions and activities .

PN-ISO 26000:2012 standard
Guidance on social responsibility

THE ENVIRONMENT

The environment

No Company Practice Category
1 ANG Spółdzielnia Doradców Kredytowych Proeco marketing policy green office

2 Bank BGŻ Reduction of CO2 emission during European 
Mobility Week

sustainable 
transportation

3 Bank Millennium SA Green IT green office

4 Bank Ochrony Środowiska Reinforce your business ecological education

5 Bank Zachodni WBK Cellphone collection recycling

6 Bank Zachodni WBK Green Office green office

7 BASF Polska FUTURE CITY free online strategy game ecological education

8 BASF Polska AgCelence green products

9 BASF Polska Marketplace of Innovation 2013 eco-efficiency

10 Capgemini Sp. z o.o. Bike Friendly Certificate for 3 of Capgemini offices sustainable 
transportation

11 Carlsberg Polska Returnable bottle ecological education

12 Carrefour Polska Sp. z o.o. "I am ECO" employee programme ecological education

13 CEMEX A Quarry Restored to Nature ecological education

14 CEMEX Alternative fuels – a triple benefits eco-efficiency

15 CEMEX Water for the city eco-efficiency

16 Citi Handlowy Introduction of Environmental Management 
System in Bank Handlowy's  financial group 
and Citi's entities

certification

17 E. & J. Gallo Winery Barefoot Beach Rescue Project ecological education

18 EDF Polska Clean air eco-efficiency

19 Effective Public Relations Paulina 
Gadomska-Dzięcioł

Energy efficiency in my house ecological education

20 ENEA S.A. The educational project "In contact with nature Kids" 
implemented under the Employee Volunteering 
Programme ENEA "From the impulse of the heart"

ecological education

21 Farm Frites Poland SA Wastes recycling recycling

22 Farm Frites Poland SA Seedlings planting ecological education

23 Fortum Power and Heat Polska Open Air Cinema "Leżak Fortum" ecological education

24 GlaxoSmithKline Sustainable development in drug factory eco-efficiency

25 Global e-Business Operations Waste segregation green office

26 Grupa GPEC Booths for swifts biodiversity

27 Grupa GPEC Eco education ecological education

28 Grupa Raben E-invoice green office

29 Grupa Raben CO2 calculator sustainable 
transportation

30 Grupa Saint-Gobain Multi-Comfort House green construction

31 IKEA Retail Ecolessons with IKEA Kraków ecological education

32 IKEA Retail IKEA wind farms in Poland eco-efficiency

33 IKEA Retail Recycle and pay less! IKEA waste campaign ecological education

34 Inter IKEA Centre Group Poland Recycling on a grand scale ecological education
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No Company Practice Category
35 Jeronimo Martins Polska S.A. Sustainable waste management recycling

36 Kimball Electronics Poland Sp. z o.o. Earth Ride ecological education

37 Kompania Piwowarska SA Adopting innovative technologies and continually 
improving logistical processes .

sustainable 
transportation

38 Kompania Piwowarska SA Reducing our energy and carbon footprint eco-efficiency

39 KPMG Sp. z o.o. Think ECOlogical recycling

40 Kronopol Sp. z o.o. Educational brochure "Learn more about 
formaldehyde in the environment"

ecological education

41 Kronopol Sp. z o.o. Green office green office

42 Lafarge Skotnica gravel quarry rehabilitation biodiversity

43 Long Inc. Zbigniew Czmuda Sustainable construction green construction

44 Ms Services Sp. z o.o. Green office green office

45 Nowy Styl Sp. z o.o. (Grupa Nowy Styl) Environmentally friendly manufactoring – composite 
chairs in Nowy Styl Group

eco-efficiency

46 Orange Polska Ecoway to work sustainable 
transportation

47 Orange Polska Miasteczko Orange green construction

48 Orbis S.A. ISO 14001 certification

49 Pelion S.A. Eco forest ecological education

50 PKO Bank Polski Deregulation green office

51 Polpharma Mass balance eco-efficiency

52 Polpharma Eco packaging – use of waste paper 
in drugs packagings and eco signs printing

green products

53 Polpharma Green Processes Award eco-efficiency

54 Polpharma Green IT green office

55 Polpharma Green Week ecological education

56 Polski Koncern Naftowy ORLEN SA Local community: ecological education 
and information campaign

ecological education

57 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Natural gas from PGNiG ecological education

58 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

The heat from nature recycling

59 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Environmentally friendly solutions green office

60 Procter &  Gamble Polska Earth Week – employee education programs ecological education

61 Procter &  Gamble Polska Zero Waste to Landfill eco-efficiency

62 Provident Polska S.A. Grenn Provident green office

63 PwC Upcycling workshop for employees ecological education

64 Renault Polska ECO-CITY sustainable city

65 RWE Polska ECO Prestige green products

66 RWE Polska Cities of the Future sustainable city

THE ENVIRONMENTTHE ENVIRONMENT

67 Schenker Sp. z o.o. Report Emission in logistics consignments sustainable 
transportation

68 Skanska S.A. Environment Days ecological education

69 Sodexo Benefits and Rewards Services 
Polska Sp. z o.o.

e3 project (electronic, efficient, ecologic) green office

70 Stena Recycling Sp. z o.o. Electrowaste collections in companies and 
institutions

recycling

71 Tchibo Warszawa Guidelines " Tchibo Environment Plus” green products

72 Tchibo Warszawa Sustainable corporate events sustainable events

73 Tesco Polska Eco-bags CIACH! recycling

74 Tesco Polska Recycling action for customers recycling

75 T-Mobile Polska S.A. Ecological fleet of T-Mobile company cars sustainable 
transportation

76 TNT Express (Worldwide) Poland Sp. z o.o. Gather wrappings, save horses recycling

77 UBS Poland Service Centre Sp. z o.o. Go Green Project green office

78 Unilever Polska Ecoefficiency of production in 4 Unilever Poland 
factories

eco-efficiency

79 Unilever Polska Smarter Greener Living Week environmental 
programs

80 Unilever Polska Sustainability in Unilever Poland logistics network sustainable 
transportation

81 Volkswagen Poznań Think Blue . Factory environmental 
programs

No Company Practice Category

GREEN OFFICE

Global e-Business Operations has introduced waste segregation at HP facilities . Polskie 
Górnictwo Naftowe i Gazownictwo has implemented 2 eco-friendly solutions at its 
Karpacki Commercial Branch: waste segregation and purchase of ecological construction 
materials . ANG Spółdzielnia Doradców Kredytowych has focused on paper saving: all of 
the company’s materials are now printed on eco-friendly paper . Raben Group planted a tree 
on behalf of every customer who had agreed to receive e-invoices, while Sodexo Benefits 
and Rewards Services Polska implemented online orders, e-confirmations, e-invoices and 
e-accounting processes . Bank Millennium has implemented a range of solutions, including 
power consumption monitoring and reduction system, server infrastructure virtualization, 
PC modernization, printing optimization and electronic statements . Polpharma has col-
lected used toner cartridges, sold the telephones and computers that were taken out of ser-
vice to its employees, consolidated and virtualized its server infrastructure, and introduced 
double-sided printing and video conferences . Bank Zachodni WBK has implemented the 
Green Office principles at 30 branches where the employees were given workshop training 
on eco-friendly office management . Kronopol has introduced e-invoices, energy-saving 
multi-function devices and motion-sensing LED lights . Ms Services employees received 
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training on how to run an eco-friendly office . UBS Poland Service Centre divided the Green 
Office Project into 3 parts . The first one was dedicated to energy conservation; the second 
one focused on healthy lifestyle promotion, and at the last stage, bins for waste segrega-
tion were delivered to the company . PKO Bank Polski has implemented a rule on the use of 
electronic communication internally, minimized the number of forms that need to be filled 
out in the legislative process, and allowed the possibility to draw up documents in the 
electronic form only . Provident is committed to building environmental awareness among 
its employees and representatives, and has implemented eco-friendly ideas which help the 
company reduce power, paper and water consumption . 

RECYCLING

Stena Recycling organized several collections of electronic waste in companies and institu-
tions combined with educational activities . In total, the company collected 9 tons of elec-
tronic waste which was later sold, and all proceeds were donated to WWF Poland . Unused 
mobile phones were collected at every branch of Bank Zachodni WBK . The proceeds from 
recycling and sales of the telephones were used to exchange household appliances at 
children centres . KPMG promoted waste segregation, focusing mainly on waste paper . 
The courier company TNT Express offered 88 tons of waste paper, foil and pallets to an 
environmental organization . The discarded materials were sold, and the money was used 
to buy horses destined for slaughter: in total 54 animals were saved, and are now used for 
equine therapy of children with severe disabilities . 14 supermarkets owned by Tesco Polska 
held waste packaging collection events . In total, 22 tons of glass, plastic and tin packaging 
were collected . Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe i Gazownictwo launched a campaign to collect 
Christmas trees . The trees were converted into biomass and used in heat and power plants 
to produce heat and electricity . After completing its outdoor advertising campaign, Tesco 
Polska used most of the banners to make colored bags, including shopping and shoulder 
bags, and tablet skins . Jeronimo Martins Polska has implemented sustainable waste man-
agement . The company recycles waste paper, plastics, electrical and electronic devices, and 
batteries . Farm Frites Poland has started to work with a nearby farm bio-gas plant (located 
30 km away) which accepts factory waste and sludge, and converts it first into biogas, and 
then into green electricity . As at the end of 2013, 94% of organic waste from the factory 
was recycled .

ECO-EFFICIENCY

IKEA Retail opened its third wind farm in Poland, which, together with the two other ones, 
generates nearly a third of today’s energy demand of the companies operating within 
the IKEA Group in Poland . Additionally, the company produces energy from solar panels 
located on the buildings which is used to heat water in the stores . Instead of coal, CEMEX 
uses alternative fuels (crushed paper, plastic and textile waste with high heating value) . 
The substitution of coal with alternative fuels at CEMEX cement plants was 81% . The 
company also built the “BARRIER” water intake at the CEMEX chalk mine in Chełm . It was 
made to dehydrate the chalk deposits to ensure that the chalk used to produce cement is 
properly mined . The intake supplies approx . 80% water to the town and the surrounding 
areas . GlaxoSmithKline uses solar and wind hybrid lamps to light some of the sites at its 
plant in Poznań . The company is also committed to sustainable waste management . All 
plants owned by Procter & Gamble Polska have achieved Zero Waste to Landfill . The goal 
was accomplished thanks to numerous efforts, such as the fact that plastics are re-used to 
produce everyday objects, metal waste is sent to a mill where it is reused by the metallur-
gical industry, and pallets used for product storage are converted into wood floor panels . 
Nowy Styl produces eco-friendly composite chairs . Unilever Polska seeks to ensure that 
all production processes at its plants in Bydgoszcz, Katowice and Banino are eco-efficient . 
As a consequence of the project, in 2012 Unilever reduced CO2 emissions per 1 ton of 
goods produced by 11% compared to 2011, and by 62% compared to the 2008 base value . 
Kompania Piwowarska has reduced its energy consumption and CO2 emissions thanks to 
the purchase of specialized equipment for its production plants . To improve eco-efficiency 
performance, Polpharma developed a mass balance to analyze its pharmaceutical and 
chemical production . The balance analysis allows the company to monitor the flow of all 
materials used and products created in the manufacturing process, identify weaknesses in 
production processes and reduce losses due to ineffective material management practices . 

Additionally, the company has established the Green Process Award which is conferred to 
employees who have contributed to improved eco-efficiency of its manufacturing pro-
cesses . EDF Polska has modernized the power units at its plants . With the new installation, 
sulfur oxide emissions were reduced by 5 to 7 times, and nitrogen oxide emissions by 2 to 
3 times, depending on the location . In Warsaw, BASF Polska held an exhibition of chemical 
innovations titled “Innovation Market .”

BIODIVERSITY

The GPEC Group joined the initiative launched by Stowarzyszenia Ptaki Polskie (Birds of 
Poland Association) in an effort to protect an endangered bird species, the swifts . Lafarge 
revived a 30-hectare-area of an old gravel pit “Skotnica”; after moving 170 thousand cubic 
meters of soil mass, 200 thousand trees and bushes were planted .

CERTIFICATION

Two Orbis hotels, Warszawa Reduta and Ibis Kraków Stare Miasto, are the first hotels in 
Poland to be ISO 14001 certified . Ibis hotels are engaged in the implementation of initiatives 
to reduce water and energy consumption, implement waste sorting and increase employee 
qualifications . Citi Handlowy has maintained the Environmental Management System with-
in the Bank Handlowy financial group and implemented the Energy Management System at 
Bank Handlowy in Warsaw and Dom Maklerski Banku Handlowego . The company’s environ-
mental policy defines the following goals: increase waste segregation and recycling levels, 
reduce CO2 emissions, strive to manage the utilities as efficiently as possible, and minimize 
consumption of natural resources . 

SUSTAINABLE EVENTS

Tchibo has developed guidelines on sustainable corporate events . As a result of the efforts 
of the working group, a comprehensive corporate event planning check list was created . In 
addition to economic factors, event planning must also include environmental and social 
aspects . In addition to the check list, the company developed practical documents, such as a 
quotation form for the print shop, the conference venue provider and the catering supplier, 
guidelines on eco-driving, as well as training, conference and promotional materials, and 
a form to calculate CO2 emissions . 

GREEN CONSTRUCTION

Miasteczko Orange, the company’s new headquarters, was developed taking into account 
the requirements for energy conservation, landscape development, electricity consump-
tion, factors affecting the health of the employees, and solutions to reduce water consump-
tion . Long Inc. Zbigniew Czmuda also applied sustainable building principles when reno-
vating the palace in Wiechlice . The Saint-Gobain Group promotes environmentally-friendly 
construction solutions and offers products with environmental declarations and eco 
certificates which are made from natural and secondary raw materials, such as glass cullet .

SUSTAINABLE CITY

Renault Polska held a competition entitled ECO-CITY to promote sustainable development 
of cities incorporating both social, environmental and economic needs . The 2013 edition of 
the contest focused on the best transport and construction solutions for cities . RWE Polska 
has launched a project dedicated to key challenges related to the development of urban 
centres . As part of the project, the company created a platform for discussions on city man-
agement models and tools in the context of sustainable and efficient development, and the 
development of social innovations and intelligent cities .

THE ENVIRONMENTTHE ENVIRONMENT
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GREEN PRODUCTS 

Tchibo has developed the Tchibo Environment Plus guidelines: a tool for product range 
development and risk minimization which is expected to reduce the environmental foot-
print of the products already at the design stage . The tool allows the company to con-
tinuously optimize its consumer products in terms of environmental impact . RWE Polska 
has expanded its offer with a new product which allows consumers to purchase energy 
generated from renewable sources with a guarantee of origin . The AgCelence products 
offered by BASF Polska provide additional benefits beyond typical plant protection: they 
improve plant health and vitality leading to higher yields . Polpharma replaced the regular 
cardboard used in the packaging of its medicines with cardboard produced mainly from 
waste paper . 

SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION

The CO2 calculator developed by Raben Group provides its customers with access reliable 
data showing the real (not estimated) size of CO2 emissions generated during transport of 
consignments . A similar service has been launched by Schenker . The customers can gener-
ate a report on the emissions of the main pollutants during transport of their consignments 
within a specific time and on any European route, including carbon dioxide, carbon mon-
oxide, nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide and particulate pollutants . To reduce 
CO2 emissions from the transport network and improve logistics network performance, 
Unilever Polska has maximized the truck loading capacity . Kompania Piwowarska has 
reduced CO2 emissions by introducing a uniform fuel consumption measurement system 
and control rules, replacing vehicles with the largest environmental impact, and installa-
tion of telematics devices in the entire truck fleet . Orange Polska has provided bicycle racks 
at 43 locations and promotes eco-efficient driving among its employees . Three Capgemini 
offices were awarded the Bike-Friendly Certificate to confirm that they offer a bicycle park-
ing equipped with a special type of bike racks and access to basic tools, first-aid kit and 
information for cyclists (including a map) . To encourage its employees to trade in cars for 
bicycles, Bank BGŻ has been committed to raising their environmental awareness and pro-
moting healthy lifestyle . T-Mobile Polska started using electric cars . Next to the company’s 
headquarters, there is an electric vehicle charging station available to its employees and 
customers free of charge . 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS

Volkswagen Poznań has committed to reduce the five main environmental indicators 
(water and energy consumption, waste quantity, and CO2 and VOC emissions) by 25% 
below the 2010 levels by 2018 . Unilever intends to reduce the environmental footprint of 
the company’s products by 50% along the entire value chain . The Smarter Greener Living 
Week campaign was developed to educate the employees and to improve their knowledge 
of the program objectives . 

ECOLOGICAL EDUCATION

The GPEC Group has launched two initiatives to promote environmentally-conscious work 
behaviors among its employees . The program has led to a significant reduction in paper 
and electricity consumption at the company . Carrefour Polska also strives to nurture an 
eco-friendly attitude among its staff . The initiative was addressed to all employees and 
focused on different areas related to ecology and rational management of resources . PwC 
has held upcycling workshops for its employees . Procter & Gamble promotes environmen-
tally-conscious attitude among its teams, encourages the staff to develop eco-friendly 
habits, and keeps them updated about the company’s efforts in this area . The aim of the 
initiative launched by Skanska is to improve the employees’ knowledge and raise their 
awareness on how to handle different types of problem waste that can be produced in a 
household . Kimball Electronics Poland organized a bicycle trip for its employees and eco-
enthusiasts to the Jarosławieckie Lake to clean up the lakeshore . In collaboration with the 
Forest District Office of Lębork, the employees of Farm Frites Poland and their families 
have planted trees in a designated area . It has been agreed that the reforestation will be 

done every year with a total of 20,000 trees to be planted between 2011-2020 . Polpharma 
employees have been given practical guidelines on how to protect the environment in 
daily life . The educational activities also focus on: waste, healthy lifestyle, bicycle rid-
ing, energy and water conservation, and dangerous substances . Polski Koncern Naftowy 
ORLEN has launched an environmental education and information program addressed to 
the local community . The company has been engaged in a direct dialogue with the local 
community members, and enabled them to gain a better understanding of the operations 
at a production plant . The aim of the campaign launched by Effective Public Relations 
Paulina Gadomska-Dzięcioł was to educate Poles about the solutions designed to improve 
the energy efficiency of houses, and the methods to reduce energy consumption . Kronopol 
has published an informational brochure on environmental issues with a special focus on 
formaldehyde . The company’s efforts were aimed to encourage the local community to 
seek information on ecology-related topics . In partnership with Nasza Ziemia Foundation, 
E. & J. Gallo Winery launched a series of initiatives to clean up Polish beaches . More than 
400 volunteers recruited from among the local community collected over 4,000 litres of 
garbage . The programme launched by Fortum Power and Heat Polska was addressed to the 
residents of Wrocław offering the opportunity to relax in a beach chair and watch a film on 
environmental issues on every Friday evening throughout the summer months . In Rudniki 
near Częstochowa, CEMEX has developed an educational nature trail running through an 
old quarry “Lipówka” . The two-kilometre-long trail is open to all visitors free of charge . 
Inter IKEA Centre Group Poland has held open upcycling workshops for the customers of 
Park Handlowy in Wrocław, free educational and art classes for kindergarteners, and an 
environmental awareness contest for primary school students . Volunteers from ENEA have 
been engaged in an initiative promoting eco-friendly habits among school-age and kinder-
garten children . IKEA Retail has provided children aged 5-12 with free classes (given by a 
sustainable development coordinator at IKEA Kraków) on how to protect the environment . 
To celebrate the Children’s Day, Pelion held an art contest for the employees’ children . 
The theme of the contest was protection of the environment . BASF Polska has developed 
an online strategy game “Future City” available on Facebook which helps the players 
develop environmental consciousness . Bank Ochrony Środowiska has launched a special 
offer to reward the clients who take an environmentally-friendly approach to business . For 
instance, the bank’s corporate clients interested in reducing their energy bills were able to 
get a financial bonus if they installed a reactive power compensation device to help them 
rationally manage their electricity consumption . In collaboration with selected commercial 
partners, Carlsberg Polska has held an environmental education campaign to encourage 
consumers to return empty beer bottles . IKEA Retail has also encouraged its customers to 
segregate waste by showing them the advantages of waste sorting, including the financial 
ones, the company also educated consumers about segregation methods and shared its 
solutions on how to develop a smart waste sorting system at home . PGNiG has launched 
an initiative to promote natural gas . The campaign reached directly nearly 1350 customers, 
and a direct interaction was established with over 600 residents .

THE ENVIRONMENTTHE ENVIRONMENT
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Fair operating 
practices 

Fair operating practices concern ethical conduct in an organization’s dealings with other 
organizations . These include relationships between organizations and government agencies, as 
well as between organizations and their partners, suppliers, contractors, customers, competitors 
and associations of which they are members . Fair operating practice issues arise in the areas of 
anti-corruption, responsible involvement in the public sphere, fair competition, socially responsible 
behaviour, relations with other organizations and respect for property rights .

PN-ISO 26000:2012 standard
Guidance on social responsibility

Fair operating practices 

No Company Practice Category
1 Aldesa Polska Communication program for power line dialogue and consultations 

with stakeholders

2 ANG Spółdzielnia Doradców 
Kredytowych

We share our knowledge concerng CSR 
with other cooperatives

market education

3 ANG Spółdzielnia Doradców 
Kredytowych

Nienieodpowiedzialni – promotion of sustainable 
development of finance sector

market education

4 Carrefour Polska Sp. z o.o. Implementing the Autodiagnostique tool 
for private label suppliers

relations with suppliers

5 CEMEX Suppliers and subcontractors safety relations with suppliers

6 CEMEX Roads calculator market education

7 Crido Taxand Sp. z o.o. The ESG Analysis of companies in Poland market education

8 EDF Polska Fraud prevention policy counteracting abuse

9 Global e-Business Operations PMI Seminars market education

10 Grupa LOTOS S.A. For suppliers Portal relations with suppliers

11 Operator Gazociągów Przesyłowych 
GAZ-SYSTEM S.A.

Workshop for Employees: Successful 
Communication with Landowners

relations with stakeholders

12 Polska Spółka Gazownictwa Sp. z o.o. Consultation network dialogue and consultations 
with stakeholders

13 PwC Pottery workshop for employees relations with suppliers

14 PwC Inclusion of the social enterprises as PwC's 
suppliers

relations with suppliers

15 Schenker Sp. z o.o. Preparing the code of supplier relations with suppliers

16 SGS Polska Sp. z o.o. Raising awareness of business in Poland . 
Series of educational conferences Sustainable 
Development in Practice

market education

17 SGS Polska Sp. z o.o. The release of selected results of the study 
Barometr CSR

market education

18 Skanska S.A. i inni Cooperation for Safety in Construction market education

19 VIWA Entertainment Poland  
Sp. z o.o.

e-group market education

20 Volkswagen Poznań Development of local suppliers through 
the activity of Local Content

relations with suppliers

FAIR OPERATING PRACTICES 
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RELATIONS WITH SUPPLIERS

Carrefour Polska has implemented a self-assessment tool for the suppliers of Carrefour’s 
own-label brands to provide them with detailed information on sustainable development 
and allow them to evaluate their performance in this area . LOTOS Group has developed 
a website for its suppliers . It contains all the necessary information and documents 
addressed to both entities interested in cooperation with the companies within the capital 
group and existing business partners . The list of qualified CEMEX suppliers only includes 
companies that adhere to the work safety rules defined by CEMEX, while the OHS rules 
required to be followed by subcontractors and their staff are annexed to all contracts . 
Volkswagen Poznań supports the development of local suppliers by preparing prospec-
tive providers for the corporate audit and giving feedback on the supplier’s strengths and 
development potential . PwC hires social enterprises as its suppliers . The services solicited 
by the company last year included an overnight stay for the social programme participants, 
catering, creative workshops, room rental, printing services, corporate gadgets, as well 
as clay workshops for the employees (conducted by an atelier supported by the Synapsis 
Foundation) . PwC also promotes the use of social economy services among its business 
partners . DB Schenker Logistics developed and implemented its Supplier Code . It describes 
the key requirements for suppliers which include compliance with the law, OHS rules, ethi-
cal standards and human rights, the use of certified management systems, contribution 
to environmental protection and the use of energy-saving and eco-friendly technologies . 

RELATIONS WITH STAKEHOLDERS

GAZ-SYSTEM has conducted a series of workshops for its employees called “How to talk 
effectively to property owners .” The aim of the workshop is to develop a uniform strategy 
for interactions with property and land owners where a gas pipeline is already being built 
or is planned to be built . 

DIALOGUE AND CONSULTATIONS WITH STAKEHOLDERS

Polska Spółka Gazownictwa has developed a draft of the new Distribution Grid Operation 
and Maintenance Instruction (grid code) . Prior to preparing the draft, the company ran a 
consultation to collect feedback from the distribution grid users . Before building its new 
power line, Aldesa Polska conducted a program to provide the local community with infor-
mation on the project and give all stakeholders the opportunity to express their opinion 
and share their suggestions on the initiative .

COUNTERACTING ABUSE

The companies operating within the EDF Group in Poland have adopted the Fraud 
Prevention Policy and the EDF Group Code of Ethics . The policy includes a guidebook on 
fraud prevention to support managers of the Group’s companies in fighting forgery . 

MARKET EDUCATION

CEMEX created a Road Calculator which allows the user to estimate not only the initial 
cost of building a road but also all expenses related to its maintenance, repair, recycling 
and removal . With the tool, it is easy to compare the building and maintenance costs of an 
asphalt and concrete road . SGS Polska held a series of education conferences “Sustainable 
Development in Practice” to share the practical aspects of implementing a corporate social 
responsibility strategy, particularly focusing on possible tools and the solutions used by 
companies in Poland and abroad . SGS Polska also conducted a CSR barometer study and 
shared some of the results . Based on the results, the company defined 6 consumer profiles 
with a different approach to CSR activities . Crido Taxand analysed the level of non-financial 
data reporting by companies listed on the main trading floor of the Warsaw Stock Exchange 
and the alternative trading market NewConnect . ANG Spółdzielnia Doradców Kredytowych 
presented the CSR concept at a series of training sessions for social cooperatives super-
visory board members . The Construction Safety Agreement is an initiative that brings 

FAIR OPERATING PRACTICES FAIR OPERATING PRACTICES 

together 8 large construction companies: Bilfinger Infrastructure, Budimex, Hochtief 
Polska, Mostostal Warszawa, Mota-Engil Central Europe, Polimex Mostostal, Skanska and 
Warbud . The primary objective of the Agreement is to completely eradicate accidents on 
Polish construction sites . ANG Spółdzielnia Doradców Kredytowych presented a confer-
ence titled “The reasons why we can’t be irresponsible”, which included lectures on trends 
in corporate sustainability and a discussion panel where executive board members of 
financial institutions discussed the challenges faced by the responsible financial industry . 
VIWA Entertainment has inaugurated an e-group at the Koszalin Branch of the Northern 
Chamber of Commerce, which brings together e-commerce companies based in Koszalin . 
The employees of Global e-Business Operations share their knowledge and experience in 
project management during conferences, meetings and talks . The meetings are addressed 
to project management practitioners . 
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Consumer issues
Organizations that provide products and services to consumers, as well as other customers, have 
responsibilities to those consumers and customers . [ . . .] Responsibilities include providing education 
and accurate information, using fair, transparent and helpful marketing information and contractual 
processes, promoting sustainable consumption and designing products and services that provide 
access to all and cater, where appropriate, for the vulnerable and disadvantaged .

PN-ISO 26000:2012 standard
Guidance on social responsibility

Praktyki w obszarze Zagadnienia konsumenckie

No Company Practice Category
1 Bank Millennium SA Website Without Barriers availability of products and 

services

2 Carrefour Polska Sp. z o.o. Responsibly every day! responsible consumption

3 Grupa Żywiec 18+ responsible consumption

4 Grupa Żywiec Enjoy Heineken Responsibly responsible consumption

5 Grupa Żywiec Sunrise responsible marketing 

6 Horus Innowacyjne Materiały 
Przemysłowe Sp. z o.o.

Creating conscious customer consumer education

7 ING Bank Śląski Smart Saver – our way to save consumer aids

8 Jeronimo Martins Polska S.A. Campaign "Read the Labels" consumer education

9 Orange Polska Educational series "How it works?” consumer education

10 Orange Polska My Orange – do it yourself consumer aids

11 Orange Polska Customer service on the web and social media consumer aids

12 Orange Polska BeSt Internet browser for kids consumer health and safety

13 Orange Polska Tele-care consumer health and safety

14 PKO Bank Polski Mobile Application IKO consumer aids

15 PKO Bank Polski PKO Junior consumer education

16 RWE Polska Conscious Energy project consumer education

17 Tchibo Warszawa Ecolabels on Tchibo products consumer education

18 Tesco Polska Don't waste . Donate – education responsible consumption

19 T-Mobile Polska S.A. Informative action to customers about 
the privacy rules

consumer health and safety

20 Totalizator Sportowy Responsible Gaming Certification responsible marketing 

21 Totalizator Sportowy Responsible communication responsible marketing 

22 Unilever Polska Dove Real Beauty responsible marketing 

CONSUMER ISSUES
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AVAILABILITY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Bank Millennium SA rebuilt its website and the Internet banking system for individuals to 
fully accommodate the needs of users with disabilities . 

CONSUMER AIDS

PKO Bank Polski has expanded its offer with a new mobile application, IKO, which gives the 
users access to mobile banking services, including payment transactions in conventional 
and online shops, card-free cash withdrawals at ATMs, and the account balance and trans-
action history information on the account supported by the application . “My Orange” is a 
free application created by Orange Polska to make it easier and more appealing for users 
to manage the services subscribed via a smartphone . The company also added a special tab 
on Facebook which enables both individual and business customers to get comprehensive 
support from a team of experienced consultants – the Orange Experts . PomocOrange, the 
company’s video channel on YouTube, is also very popular among Internet users . It contains 
90 short videos with instructions for customers on how to solve the most common prob-
lems . ING Bank Śląski has implemented a tool which allows the users to save small amounts 
of money when making payments . 

CONSUMER EDUCATION

The campaign organized by Jeronimo Martins Polska was aimed to educate customers of 
the Biedronka chain stores on how to interpret the information on product labels correctly . 
The customers were offered free advice from nutritionists and educational materials . 
Tchibo Warszawa has launched an educational initiative to increase consumer awareness 
of the sustainable products offered by Tchibo and the company’s engagement in the field . 
Horus Innowacyjne Materiały Przemysłowe runs a specialized blog where it publishes 
information on products, technologies, solutions and applications suggested by the com-
pany to educate customers and help them make informed purchase decisions . Orange 
Polska recorded a series of videos called “How it works” where experts explain various 
technology-related topics . The videos include episodes on fixed broadband and mobile 
Internet and open Application Programming Interfaces . PKO Bank Polski has launched 
what is Poland’s unique and probably world’s first account for children under 13 years old . 
A child can access the account through an e-banking system offering financial education 
basics . RWE Polska conducted a national energy awareness survey which was aimed to 
identify the energy saving methods most commonly used in Polish households and compa-
nies, and to understand the approaches and behaviors of Poles related to rational energy 
use at home and in the workplace . 

RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION

Tesco Polska has joined the cause to fight food waste through efforts dedicated to differ-
ent stakeholder groups and different areas, including education of children, customers 
and staff . Carrefour Polska has also taken measures to prevent food waste . As part of the 
project, the company launched an online knowledge base with tips on how to prevent 
wasteful consumption of food and natural resources, and handle household waste respon-
sibly . Żywiec Group encourages all participants of major cultural events organized by the 
company and its brands to act responsibly and refrain from buying alcohol beverages to 
minors . “Enjoy Heineken Responsibly” is another program of the Żywiec Group promoting 
responsible alcohol consumption during the Heineken Open’er Festival . 

CONSUMER HEALTH AND SAFETY

T-Mobile Polska has launched an information campaign for customers to explain the rules 
of privacy protection . As part of the initiative, the operator sent information brochures to 
its subscribers with tips and recommendations on basic privacy protection . Orange Polska 
has introduced a special browser for children called BeSt which is available free of charge 
and allows children aged 3-10 to use the Internet safely . The program allows children to 

CONSUMER ISSUESCONSUMER ISSUES

browse several hundred child-safe websites . Orange Polska has also launched a solution 
dedicated to subscribers of the Orange fixed-line telephone service which allows them to 
quickly and easily call for help . The subscribers receive a dedicated telephone with a mobile 
device . By pressing the SOS button on the device or the telephone, the user can automati-
cally call a consultant at the Operational and Emergency Centre who will provide support 
in any situation or call the necessary help, whether by notifying the family or friends, or 
calling the relevant emergency services . 

RESPONSIBLE MARKETING 

The campaign launched by Unilever Polska and Dove explored the concept of beauty and 
helped women feel unique and see their own beauty . As part of the initiative, the company 
organized a debate, generated a report and launched advertising spots . The advertisements 
of the Żywiec Group aired on television, shown in cinemas and in the Internet, including on 
main news websites and Facebook, promoted responsible alcohol consumption . 

Totalizator Sportowy developed its Principles of Responsible Communication . The princi-
ples were developed in accordance with the international standards for lottery companies . 
They describe how to build an advertising message to ensure that it is coherent with the 
company’s policy . In 2013, the company was awarded the Responsible Gaming certificate 
by the industry organization European Lotteries to recognize its commitment to ensuring 
secure gaming . 
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Local community 
involvement 
and development

Community involvement and community development are both integral parts of sustainable 
development . [ . . .] Issues of community development to which an organization can contribute 
include creating employment through expanding and diversifying economic activities and 
technological development . It can also contribute through social investments in wealth and 
income creation through local economic development initiatives; expanding education and 
skills development programs; promoting and preserving culture and arts; and providing and/
or promoting community health services . Community development may include institutional 
strengthening of the community, its groups and collective forums, cultural, social and 
environmental programs and local networks involving multiple institutions .

PN-ISO 26000:2012 standard
Guidance on social responsibility
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Local community involvement and development

No Company Practice Category
1 AB SA AB's Company Christmas help charitable and benevolent 

efforts

2 Adecco Poland Adecco Sales University employment creation 
and skills development

3 Agencja PR Pan Pikto Charity Project supporting non-
governmental organizations

4 AkzoNobel Decorative Paints The power of colour charitable and benevolent 
efforts

5 ANG Spółdzielnia Doradców 
Kredytowych

Establishing of corporate foundation Będę Kim Zechcę 
– 10% of profits for social projects

charitable and benevolent 
efforts

6 ANG Spółdzielnia Doradców 
Kredytowych

We support the competition for the best social 
enterprise

charitable and benevolent 
efforts

7 AXA Polska S.A. “Insure Your Success”, a youth serving employee 
skill-based volunteering

education of children 
and the youth

8 Bank BGŻ Agritalents education of children 
and the youth

9 Bank BGŻ Internship for BGŻ class' alumni charitable and benevolent 
efforts

10 Bank BGŻ Using of amateur races to support socially important 
initiatives

charitable and benevolent 
efforts

11 Bank BPH “Banking is OK!” – educational project education of children 
and the youth

12 Bank Ochrony Środowiska Series of conferences under the title 
“School Tastes – Schools of good nutrition”

education of adults

13 Bank Ochrony Środowiska Eko-Polska .pl education of adults

14 Bank Ochrony Środowiska “I HELP throughout THE YEAR” 
(employee giving payroll campaign)

charitable and benevolent 
efforts

15 Bank Zachodni WBK School card education of children 
and the youth

16 BASF Polska Chain Reaction education of children 
and the youth

17 Bayer Sp. z o.o. Making Science Make Sense: students’ internship 
program

education of children 
and the youth

18 Bayer Sp. z o.o. Making Science Make Sense: science promotion 
program

education of children 
and the youth

19 Budzowska Fiutowski i Partnerzy. 
Radcowie Prawni

Support for Jasiek Mela Foundation BEYOND 
HORIZONS, providing legal assistance to the 
foundation

supporting non-
governmental organizations

20 Capgemini Sp. z o.o. 1% Database in Capgemini charitable and benevolent 
efforts

21 Capgemini Sp. z o.o. Blood donation charitable and benevolent 
efforts

22 Carrefour Polska Sp. z o.o. Christmas Food Collection with Food Banks charitable and benevolent 
efforts

LOCAL COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
AND DEVELOPMENT
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No Company Practice Category

23 CEMEX CEMEX for students – Building the better future employment creation 
and skills development

24 CEZ Polska Sp. z o.o. Doors Open Days a good neighbor

25 Citi Handlowy Be Entrepreneurial education of children 
and the youth

26 Citi Handlowy Bank Handlowy Award for the special contribution 
to the field of economics and finance

charitable and benevolent 
efforts

27 Citi Handlowy Aleksander Gieysztor Award charitable and benevolent 
efforts

28 Citi Handlowy Business Startup Project education of adults

29 Citi Handlowy Roots Program education of adults

30 E. & J. Gallo Winery Barefoot – buying . . . help! cause related marketing

31 Europ Assistance Polska Sp. z o.o. Europ Assistance Poland Aid Program charitable and benevolent 
efforts

32 Europ Assistance Polska Sp. z o.o. Support for entrepreneurship youth education of children and 
the youth

33 Europ Assistance Polska Sp. z o.o. Europ Assistance Poland supports Blood Donors charitable and benevolent 
efforts

34 Fortum Power and Heat Polska First Children and Youth Cogress in Wroclaw education of children 
and the youth

35 Fortum Power and Heat Polska Open Days in Fortum CHP plants a good neighbor

36 Fortum Power and Heat Polska Fortum Honorary Energy Donor charitable and benevolent 
efforts

37 Global e-Business Operations Blood and Bone Marrow Donation charitable and benevolent 
efforts

38 Global e-Business Operations Buy a Book charitable and benevolent 
efforts

39 Global e-Business Operations SocialArt charitable and benevolent 
efforts

40 Global e-Business Operations WrOpenUp charitable and benevolent 
efforts

41 Groupon Sp. z o.o. Groupon Starter charitable and benevolent 
efforts

42 Grupa Apexim AB With us your dreams come true  charitable and benevolent 
efforts

43 Grupa GPEC My hero Bazer charitable and benevolent 
efforts

44 Grupa GPEC Running up with GPEC Group fitness and sports

45 Grupa LOTOS S.A. The White and Green Future with LOTOS programme fitness and sports

46 Grupa LOTOS S.A. Development Initiatives Forum a good neighbor

47 Grupa Muszkieterów Olympic Academy of Musketeers fitness and sports

48 Grupa Raben Customers Satisfaction Reserch cause related marketing

49 Grupa Raben Transport is necessary social campaign

LOCAL COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
AND DEVELOPMENT

LOCAL COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
AND DEVELOPMENT

50 Grupa Saint-Gobain Pillars of success education of children 
and the youth

51 Grupa Sanofi Prostate for years educational campaign preventive healthcare

52 Grupa Sanofi Internship program “Student on Board” employment creation 
and skills development

53 Henkel Polska Sp. z o.o. On the way to work employment creation 
and skills development

54 Homeschool Kuczyńscy  
spółka jawna

We pay for tests cause related marketing

55 Homeschool Kuczyńscy  
spółka jawna

The Great Test of English education of adults

56 IBM Smarter Cities Challenge in Łódź social investment

57 IDES Consultants Polska Sp. z o.o. Your career in your hands education of children 
and the youth

58 IKEA Retail Let yourself be carried away education of children 
and the youth

59 IKEA Retail Small entrepreneur education of children 
and the youth

60 IKEA Retail “Tasty, healthy, colorful” with IKEA Katowice charitable and benevolent 
efforts

61 IKEA Retail “Tailor pillowcase” with IKEA Katowice charitable and benevolent 
efforts

62 Inclick Sp. z o.o. Social Campaign “I don’t do it for free” social campaign

63 INEA S.A. Internet for everyone education of adults

64 INEA S.A. SpotHunter charitable and benevolent 
efforts

65 Infosys BPO Poland Moving beyond the limits of talent business-university 
collaboration

66 ING Bank Śląski Blood Donation Initiative at ING Bank Śląski charitable and benevolent 
efforts

67 ING Bank Śląski Warsaw Run fitness and sports

68 ING Bank Śląski The Global Challange charitable and benevolent 
efforts

69 ING Bank Śląski Orange meetING – Meeting with ING Bank Ślaski's 
specialist project

education of children 
and the youth

70 ING Usługi Finansowe S.A. Campaign Cancer Backwards education of adults

71 Inter IKEA Centre Group Poland Flash for safety charitable and benevolent 
efforts

72 IQ Marketing Creative workshops charitable and benevolent 
efforts

73 Jeronimo Martins Polska S.A. Let's Be Together Everyday charitable and benevolent 
efforts

74 Jeronimo Martins Polska S.A. The “Arts department” culture and arts

75 Jeronimo Martins Polska S.A. Cinema with Biedronka culture and arts

76 Jet Line Spółka z ograniczoną 
odpowiedzialnością Sp.k.

Explorers' Cruises, Explorers’ Cruise Foundation fitness and sports

No Company Practice Category
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77 Kimball Electronics Poland  
Sp. z o.o.

Charity collection for children charitable and benevolent 
efforts

78 KPMG Sp. z o.o. Support hospice charitable and benevolent 
efforts

79 Kronopol Sp. z o.o. Man of the year KRONO charitable and benevolent 
efforts

80 Kronopol Sp. z o.o. Kronopol Open Days a good neighbor

81 KRUK S.A. GOOD PLAN Program education of adults

82 Leroy Merlin Polska Leroy Merlin Foundation charitable and benevolent 
efforts

83 Lyreco Polska S.A. First Aid for kindergarten and teachers charitable and benevolent 
efforts

84 Łódzka Specjalna Strefa 
Ekonomiczna S.A.

Henryk Grohman's Award charitable and benevolent 
efforts

85 Łódzka Specjalna Strefa 
Ekonomiczna S.A.

Concerts at Grohman's charitable and benevolent 
efforts

86 Magya Promoting healthy eating to children 
and vegetarian diet

preventive healthcare

87 Microsoft Office 365 for Nonprofits Organizations supporting non-
governmental organizations

88 Międzynarodowy Port Lotniczy 
im. Jana Pawła II Kraków-Balice 
Sp. z o.o.

Grant competition “Supporting neighbours” a good neighbor/charitable 
and benevolent efforts

89 Natural Pharmaceuticals Natural Pharmaceuticals and “Save with Heart” – 
cooperation in the interests of active and healthy 
heart

charitable and benevolent 
efforts

90 Nestlé Polska S.A. Supporting the professional development of young 
people

employment creation 
and skills development

91 NEUCA Young Phrmacist's Academy education of children 
and the youth

92 NEUCA Neuca for health fitness and sports

93 Oracle Polska Sp. z o.o. The Oracle Academy Program education of children 
and the youth

94 Orange Polska Niezłomni Foundation – protection of the 
infrastructore

education of adults

95 Orange Polska Meetings with passion education of adults

96 OTTO Polska Sp. z o.o. Corporate relay “Pay it forward” charitable and benevolent 
efforts

97 Pelion S.A. Run and Help charitable and benevolent 
efforts

98 Pelion S.A. Charity Dinner charitable and benevolent 
efforts

99 Pelion S.A. Corks in bags charitable and benevolent 
efforts

100 Pelion S.A. Payroll charitable and benevolent 
efforts

No Company Practice Category

101 Pelion S.A. Give Halth for Seniors preventive healthcare

102 Pelion S.A. 60+ Program preventive healthcare

103 PKO Bank Polski Affinity Card “Goodness pays off” cause related marketing

104 PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe S.A. Awareness campaign “Safe rail-road level crossing – 
Stop and live!”

social campaign

105 PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe S.A. Preventing theft and vandalism of railway 
infrastructure

education of adults

106 PM Experts Sp. z o.o. 2 Chairs Programme for non-governmental 
organizations

social investment

107 PM Experts Sp. z o.o. Supporting  English Summer/Winter Camp education of children 
and the youth

108 Polpharma Polpharma Open Door Day a good neighbor

109 Polpharma Pressure for Life Campain preventive healthcare

110 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Giving a part of you charitable and benevolent 
efforts

111 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Creativity Festival charitable and benevolent 
efforts

112 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Oil and gas people meets kids education of children 
and the youth

113 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

My first two wheels education of children 
and the youth

114 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Discover children's talents education of children 
and the youth

115 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Open your mind . . . for others charitable and benevolent 
efforts

116 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Charity project for Maternity Homes charitable and benevolent 
efforts

117 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Ecological projects intended for junior high 
and secondary school students

education of children 
and the youth

118 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Sponsorship project charitable and benevolent 
efforts

119 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Christmas food collection charitable and benevolent 
efforts

120 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Transplantation’s promotion charitable and benevolent 
efforts

121 Polskie Górnictwo Naftowe  
i Gazownictwo SA

Heats to learn education of children 
and the youth

122 Polski Koncern Naftowy 
ORLEN SA

“Poles with Verve” Competition charitable and benevolent 
efforts

123 Polski Koncern Naftowy 
ORLEN SA

Family Volley-camp charitable and benevolent 
efforts

124 Polski Koncern Naftowy 
ORLEN SA

Social value of VITAY loyalty programme charitable and benevolent 
efforts

125 P.P. „Porty Lotnicze” Optimization of aircraft movement a good neighbor

126 P.P. „Porty Lotnicze” Quota Count System a good neighbor

127 PPT PKS Gdańsk-Oliwa SA Safe Route road safety

No Company Practice Category
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128 PPT PKS Gdańsk-Oliwa SA Training Programme employment creation 
and skills development

129 PPT PKS Gdańsk-Oliwa SA Study & Fun business-university 
collaboration

130 Procter & Gamble Polska P&G and Habitat for Humanity Poland cooperation –
renovation of houses in Targówek district

charitable and benevolent 
efforts

131 Provident Polska S.A. Around Us charitable and benevolent 
efforts

132 PwC Mentoring for the leaders of social enterprises social investment

133 PwC Vision of sustainable development for Polish 
business 2050

csr development

134 Quanta Community Involvent supporting non-
governmental organizations

135 Roche Polska Sp. z o.o. Roche Children's Walk – My picture for Malawi charitable and benevolent 
efforts

136 RWE Polska POWER BOX education of children 
and the youth

137 Schenker Sp. z o.o. The web page prepared for students by students education of children 
and the youth

138 Schenker Sp. z o.o. The logistics for the Noble Box supporting non-
governmental organizations

139 Sela Sp. z o.o. Safety first education of children 
and the youth

140 Siemens Sp. z o.o. The Academy of Health preventive healthcare

141 Skanska Property Poland Revitalisation of a square at Krochmalna 
street in Warsaw

charitable and benevolent 
efforts

142 Skanska Property Poland School's CONSTRUCTION SITE education of children 
and the youth

143 Skanska S.A. Engineer presentations at technical universities education of children 
and the youth

144 Skanska S.A. Skanska Summer Trainee Program employment creation 
and skills development

145 Sodexo Benefits and Rewards 
Services Polska Sp. z o.o.

STOP Hunger charitable and benevolent 
efforts

146 Studio 102 Sp. z o.o. Project Champions supporting non-
governmental organizations

147 Tesco Polska Feeding Program for Polish Children in need 
“Eat Healthy to Grow from Strength to Strength"

charitable and benevolent 
efforts

148 Tesco Polska Don't Waste – Donate charitable and benevolent 
efforts

149 Tesco Polska Community Champions a good neighbor

150 Tesco Polska Christmas Food Collection charitable and benevolent 
efforts

151 Tesco Polska Tesco for Schools – “Talent not to waste” charitable and benevolent 
efforts

152 T-Mobile Polska S.A. Charity Dream Card for Christmas charitable and benevolent 
efforts

No Company Practice Category

153 T-Mobile Polska S.A. The Help Measured in Kilometers charitable and benevolent 
efforts

154 T-Mobile Polska S.A. Make a Wish charitable and benevolent 
efforts

155 T-Mobile Polska S.A. Cooperation with Akogo Foundation supporting non-
governmental organizations

156 TU Europa S.A. European help charitable and benevolent 
efforts

157 Turner & Townsend Sp. z o.o. Making the difference to the community by 
professional expertise – pro bono project 
for Habitat for Humanity

supporting non-
governmental organizations

158 UBS Poland Service Centre  
Sp. z o.o.

“The Little Olympics” charitable and benevolent 
efforts

159 UBS Poland Service Centre  
Sp. z o.o.

“Musical Journey Beyond Horizons” supporting non-
governmental organizations

160 UBS Poland Service Centre  
Sp. z o.o.

“Poland Business Run” charitable and benevolent 
efforts

161 UBS Poland Service Centre  
Sp. z o.o.

“Women Business Network” Association supporting non-
governmental organizations

No Company Practice Category

SOCIAL INVESTMENT
PM Experts provides NGO representatives with the opportunity to participate in a free 
10-day accredited training program PMP Academy designed to develop project manage-
ment skills . Voluntary teams composed of 2 to 3 PwC employees provide mentoring to 
social enterprise leaders . The program is an award in the Best Social Enterprise of the Year 
contest . In Łódź, IBM launched the Smarter Cities Challenge program . The aim of the pro-
gram is to use the company’s resources to solve urgent social problems . 

SUPPORTING NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

Agencja PR Pan Pikto carried out a project aimed to engage the local community and the 
agency’s stakeholders and improve their knowledge on the third sector in Mysłowice . 
The law firm Budzowska Fiutowski i Partnerzy. Radcowie Prawni supports Jan Mela’s 
Foundation “Poza Horyzonty” (Beyond Horizons) by providing legal assistance to the 
foundation and those it serves . The services are provided pro bono . Jan Mela’s Foundation 
“Poza Horyzonty” (Beyond Horizons) has also received support from UBS . Microsoft offers 
its product free of charge to non-commercial organizations . The aim of the program is to 
help organizations upgrade their technological infrastructure to better serve their benefi-
ciaries . Quanta, a small company providing website services, provides foundations, associ-
ations and other social initiatives with expertise and technical support to help them launch 
their websites . As the first partner providing logistics support to Szlachetna Paczka (the 
Noble Box Project), DB Schenker Logistics delivered the packages collected by volunteers 
to the distribution centres indicated by the association . Turner & Townsend, a construction 
consultancy, completed a pro bono project for the Habitat for Humanity foundation which 
required the company to draw up a cost estimate to convert attics into social housing . The 
idea behind the website created by the WK Group, wszyscyklikamy .pl, is to support social 
initiatives by helping various public-benefit organizations and, at the same time, offering 
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advantages to other groups, such as website users (buyers), vendors and advertisers . The 
project launched by Studio 102 is aimed to address the problems of local communities by 
obtaining funding to solve and publicize the issues . The company invited 12 local sports, 
culture and business champions to support the cause . They were featured in a charity calen-
dar, and the proceeds from the sales of the calendar were donated for a charitable purpose . 
UBS employees are the founding members and the management board members of the 
Women Business Network association whose mission is to improve the chances of women 
to hold top management positions, particularly in Krakow’s SSC (Shared Services Centres) 
and BPO (Business Process Outsourcing) industry . As partner to the Akogo? Foundation, 
T-Mobile Polska provides financial support to allow the foundation to pursue the objec-
tives set out in its Articles of Association, and a permanent Internet connection at the 
Budzik Clinic owned by the Foundation .

BUSINESS-UNIVERSITY COLLABORATION

Y-Consulting launched an internship program addressed to students and graduates from 
Collegium Civitas . Infosys BPO Poland collaborates with universities on a permanent basis . 
The company’s representatives are members of the Business Councils at University of Lodz 
(UŁ), and provide financial support to academic initiatives and student research clubs, 
while the company’s employees teach classes at Lodz-based universities . The aim of the 
project launched by PPT PKS Gdańsk-Oliwa is to promote Polish universities abroad to help 
increase the percentage of foreigners studying in Poland .

CULTURE AND ARTS

Jeronimo Martins Polska launched an initiative to provide access to cultural events to peo-
ple who, for various reasons, may not be able to attend such happenings on a regular basis . 
During two weeks, a series of meetings on contemporary art addressed to various age 
groups and delivered by members of cultural organizations was held in a special pavilion 
set up next to the parking lot of one of the chain’s supermarkets . Additionally, the company 
organized a night of open-air cinema screening recent blockbuster movies in 20 locations 
across the country at specially designed parking lots in the vicinity of the supermarkets .

EDUCATION OF ADULTS

Bank Ochrony Środowiska organized a series of conferences for school principals and 
culinary workshops for personnel responsible for food service operations at schools . The 
main objective was to present what the food operations system should be like, and how to 
implement the change . In collaboration with schools based in other cities, the language 
school Homeschool Kuczyńscy held the General Test of the English Language to give the 
residents the opportunity to take a test to assess their language proficiency . ING Usługi 
Finansowe launched a campaign to promote the health and financial aspects of preventive 
cancer care . The Orange Foundation (a corporate foundation owned by Orange Polska), 
implemented an educational animation project addressed to senior citizens . As a result 
of the initiative, a local network of active seniors was established providing the elderly 
with the opportunity to exchange their experiences and improve their competencies . INEA 
launched a project to fight the digital exclusion of older people . As part of the initiative, 
the company provided Internet access and donated anti-virus software to computer labs 
where computer-literacy courses were organized . The Niezłomni Foundation co-founded 
by Orange Polska to address the problem of infrastructure theft and vandalism, encour-
ages companies and organizations from the rail, power and telecommunications industries 
to take joint measures . PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe joined the initiative to counteract theft 
and vandalism of the rail infrastructure . The aim of the project launched by Citi Handlowy 
is to the propagate history of the Bank Handlowy in Warsaw and to present the legacy and 
achievements of its founder, Leopold Kronenberg . The bank has also implemented a pro-
gram to support entrepreneurship which is addressed to students who set up a company 
in university-based business incubators and companies who have successfully passed the 
pre-incubation period . The KRUK Group has held the Debt Free Day in Poland for 5 years . 
The focus of the campaign is to highlight the importance of early financial education, make 
children aware of the value of money, and to teach them how to save and rationally manage 

their money . The website developed by Bank Ochrony Środowiska, Eko-Polska .pl, enables 
the users to create an interactive map with interesting places for a picnic, a weekend get-
away, a walk or a bicycle trip . 

EDUCATION OF CHILDREN AND THE YOUTH

One of the projects launched by PGNiG involved the purchase of balance bikes for children 
attending kindergartens in communes near Gdańsk . To implement another of the com-
pany’s initiatives, PGNiG employees gave a presentation on the production, exploration 
for and extraction of oil and gas at kindergartens and schools . The company also held a 
contest for the employees’ children who were asked to write a short story whose theme 
was heat . Skanska Property Poland conducted a series of workshops for students attend-
ing a school near Skanska’s future construction site . BASF held a competition for students 
aged 14-18 . The teams were asked to build a structure involving a chain reaction (based 
on a series of chemical reactions and physical phenomena), and to record a short video 
documenting the experiment . Bayer promoted the influence of science on the quality of 
life . As part of the project, the company held a series of interactive workshops, a science 
exhibition and a survey among young Poles on the importance of science in their lives . The 
initiative also included a student internship program . The students were asked to prepare 
and deliver a laboratory workshop on chemistry, materials engineering and environmental 
protection to primary and junior high school children . With its educational program, RWE 
aims to educate primary school children on future technologies, and energy processing 
and production . As a strategic partner of the 1st Wrocław Children and Youth Congress, 
Fortum Power and Heat Polska developed a program including energy and ecology-related 
experiments and demonstrations . Bank BGŻ has developed a scholarship program to sup-
port agricultural education and modern agricultural solutions . The employees of Skanska 
delivered a series of engineering presentations to students of technology . Their aim was 
to educate young people and provide them with information on new technologies, OHS 
and the latest developments in the construction industry . NEUCA held meetings with stu-
dents to discuss pharmaceutical patient care and issues related to running and working at 
a pharmacy . IDES Consultants Polska provides training to university students and gradu-
ates where they can get tips on successful job search techniques, learn about the criteria 
employers use when recruiting new employees, find ways to stand out in the market and 
learn how to draw up a professional application . The Saint-Gobain Group has held expert-
led industry-based workshops at a number of universities, and launched various projects 
and contests . PGNiG developed a program dedicated to junior high and secondary school 
students . Acting as mentors, the company’s employees delivered technical workshops and 
soft skill development classes, supervised the students during their vocational training, 
and developed teaching aids and knowledge tests . Schenker commissioned a website 
“Przejdź na stronę logistyki!” (“Welcome to logistics!”) from student developers for a proj-
ect addressed to students . Bank BPH has helped nearly 2,000 students understand banking 
basics . The participants learned about what a bank is, what saving options it offers, how 
to open a bank account, make a transfer, or calculate interest on a deposit or loan . Citi 
Handlowy implemented a program to educate teenagers on entrepreneurship and help 
them develop an entrepreneurial mind-set . IKEA Retail launched an inter-school econom-
ics competition to introduce primary school students from Łódź to the basic concepts of 
entrepreneurship and finance . ING Bank Śląski provides students with the opportunity to 
participate in free training on finance, banking and real estate . During the meetings, the 
bank’s employees share their knowledge and work experience with the students . Bank 
Zachodni WBK donates and installs access control system at schools . All students and staff 
receive access cards . In addition to their basic identification function, these also work as 
payment cards . Sela has taken a number of educational initiatives to promote workplace 
safety . AXA Polska has launched an insurance education program addressed to teenagers . 
The employees participate in the project on a voluntary basis, and support teachers teach-
ing entrepreneurship classes by sharing their expertise and practical skills . The employees 
of Europ Assistance Polska share their finance and insurance expertise with junior-high and 
high school students . IKEA Retail held workshops on proper handling of electronic waste, 
use of wind as a source of renewable energy and healthy eating habits . PGNiG assisted pri-
mary schools in Podkarpackie province in the implementation of environmental projects . 
PM Experts supported a project aimed to enable children from children’s homes and low-
income families to participate in summer English language courses . Teachers and lecturers 
from across Poland can use training aids and resources developed by Oracle Polska, includ-
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ing a standard curriculum . They are also offered discount fees for training and examina-
tions related to the IT market . 

EMPLOYMENT CREATION AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Adecco Poland offers free training dedicated to university graduates and senior year stu-
dents . All participants complete training on B2B services, and learn to understand their 
aptitudes, strengths and weaknesses, and the most successful ones are offered employment 
with the company . The Sanofi Group has developed an internship and training program for 
students and graduates to provide them an opportunity to get to know the company and 
its employees, and to gain a better understanding of what it is to work for a branch of 
international pharmaceutical company . Nestlé Polska supports the career development of 
young professionals through various initiatives, including its Summer Internship Program . 
The company has also announced its intention to hire 360 young employees under 30 years 
old within the next 3 years in Poland to work in different areas of the business, and to offer 
in-house training and internship opportunities to 400 people . Skanska’s Summer Internship 
Program is an opportunity for the participants to gain and test the skills required to work 
as an engineer or specialist . In 2013, the company received 3930 applications, out of which 
41 interns were selected . PPT PKS Gdańsk-Oliwa also has a student training and internship 
program in place . CEMEX held a series of expert-led workshops delivered by business prac-
titioners specialized in construction material manufacturing, workplace safety, environ-
mental protection, sustainable development and labor law . The company also developed a 
program for secondary school students interested in construction material manufacturing 
and want to expand their knowledge in this field . VIWA Entertainment Poland launched a 
project in an effort to prevent the emigration of IT specialists from Koszalin . The students 
participated in workshops, and were offered the opportunity to complete an internship at 
the company . In collaboration with Fundacja Miejsce Kobiet (Women’s Place Foundation), 
Henkel launched a community project to support occupational activation of women 
affected by long-term unemployment . The participants are provided with psychological 
coaching, a self-presentation workshop, entrepreneurship classes and vocational training .

A GOOD NEIGHBOR

Two companies operating within the CEZ Group in Poland: Skawina Power Plant and Elcho 
Power and Heat Plant based in Chorzów, invited the local community to participate in the 
Doors Open Day . The main aim of the initiative was to show the visitors how the plants 
work on a daily basis, and present them with new energy production methods and ways of 
rational energy consumption . Fortum also held Open Days at its power and heat plants . The 
event was addressed to the residents living in the vicinity of the plant and children attend-
ing local schools . As part of the Open Company program, Kronopol invites the youngest 
residents of Żary to visit the company’s plants . Polpharma has been committed to building 
community relationships through various initiatives, including the Open Day . The visitors 
can enjoy demonstrations, process simulations and chemical experiments conducted by 
the company’s employees . Additionally, they can have their blood pressure measured, 
register as a bone marrow donor, take a first-aid training class, participate in a bicycle 
obstacle course competition, and take a test for a bicycle license . Tesco appointed 33 of 
its Customer Service employees who devote 10% of their paid work time to address the 
needs of the local communities in their cities . As part of the project, each of the employees 
helps implement a plan of 13 initiatives dedicated to the local community . LOTOS Group is 
a co-founder of the Fundacja Inicjowania Rozwoju UP Foundation, a multifaceted project 
which aims to foster multi-sector collaboration by implementing partnership programs to 
support the development of local communities and reduce social, cultural, education and 
economic inequalities . Porty Lotnicze has made efforts to reduce the disturbance caused 
by the Warsaw Chopin Airport operations . The company has optimized the aviation pro-
cedures and implemented a Quota Count System which helped make the aircraft activities 
(take-offs and landings) less bothersome for the local residents .

ROAD SAFETY

PPT PKS Gdańsk-Oliwa held the Safe Route event to educate children and parents on how to 
stay safe on the road . The meeting took place in June 2013, and was held in collaboration 
with the fire brigade, the city guards, the police and local businesses . A total of 300 people 
participated in the event .

FITNESS AND SPORTS

Grupa Kapitałowa LOTOS has launched a sports education project addressed to children 
and teenagers to promote football and sport, as well as fair play rules among the young 
generation . The program launched by Groupa Muszkieterów (Les Mousquetaires) is 
addressed to young fencers who have the chance to join Poland’s national team and 
become successful athletes competing at European and international sports events, includ-
ing the Olympic Games . The GPEC Group was the main promotion partner of the 51st 
Gdańsk Westerplatte Run . The company also offered special training and arm-ups to the 
residents of Tricity . ING Bank Śląski employees participated in a charity run to support 
the ING Dzieciom Foundation which received PLN 180,000 in donations . Jet Line invited 
children and teenagers at risk of social exclusion to participate in a sailing trip . The NEUCA 
walking for health initiative was launched by the pharmaceutical company NEUCA to pro-
mote physical activity among the residents of Toruń . 

PREVENTIVE HEALTHCARE

In collaboration with Fundacja Wygrajmy Zdrowie (Health Winners Foundation), the Sanofi 
Group has launched a country-wide educational campaign “Prostata na lata” (Healthy 
Prostate All Life Long) to raise awareness about prostate cancer, support oncology patients 
in their fight against the disease, and break the taboo associated with prostate-related 
health issues . The campaign launched by Polpharma was aimed to increase knowledge 
of circulatory system diseases to minimize the risk of serious cardiovascular events, such 
as heart attack and stroke . Thanks to the campaign launched by Magya, the Ministry of 
Education and the National Food and Nutrition Institute have changed their position on 
vegetarian diet and deemed it to be appropriate for children and adolescents, which has 
led to increased availability of vegetarian options offered by public education facilities . 
Siemens and TVP Info jointly developed a television program on medicine, diagnostics and 
therapy to raise the viewers’ awareness on how to protect their health and fight serious 
diseases . Pelion launched a campaign addressed to residents of Płock aged 50+ to support 
people affected by difficult financial or life situations . The company was also engaged in 
another program designed to actively promote reduction of the overall costs of medica-
tion therapy to people over 60 years old . ZC Michaś completed a project dedicated to chil-
dren aged 3-6 . The initiative was aimed to promote physically active recreation, facilitate 
integration between children from different age and social groups, and help raise future 
athletes . 

SOCIAL CAMPAIGN

In September 2013, Inclick launched a social campaign “Nie robię tego za darmo” (“I’m 
not doing it for free”) to draw public attention to and attempt to solve the issue of unpaid 
internship and training programs for young adults entering the labor market by promoting 
ethical companies which offer compensation for work performed by interns and trainees . 
“Safe railroad crossings: stop and live!” is a social campaign launched by PKP Polskie Linie 
Kolejowe in response to the data indicating that the rate of railroad crossing fatalities is 
higher than that of road-traffic deaths, with failure to take special care when driving to 
be their main cause . Raben Group carried out a campaign titled “Transport is needed” to 
promote the role and importance of quality logistics services . 
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CAUSE RELATED MARKETING

The wine producer E. & J. Gallo Winery donated 10% of every sold bottle of Barefoot 
wine to support Our Earth Foundation . Raben Group customers who participated in the 
company’s 2013 satisfaction survey supported the Road Safety Partnership Association: 
for each completed survey Raben donated EUR 1 to the organization . A percentage of PKO 
Bank Polski proceeds from cash-free transactions with a special payment card is donated to 
support a charitable cause . It is the customers who choose what cause they want to support 
when activating the card (from those assigned to the following areas: health, hope, educa-
tion, or ecology) . The language school Homeschool Kuczyńscy makes a donation to UNICEF 
for every test completed by its students with a passing score . The tests are taken twice a 
year and, depending on the result, the school donates PLN 5, 3 or 1 .5 (corresponding to the 
test score: 100–95%, 94–85% and 84–75%, respectively) . Unilever provides consumers with 
the opportunity to support a program to improve the access to basic sanitation facilities 
by donating 5% of its average proceeds from the sales of specially designated bottles of 
Domestos to UNICEF .

CSR DEVELOPMENT

PwC has been engaged in the implementation of its initiative “Vision 2050 . The new 
agenda for business” in Poland with the aim to develop concrete solutions to today’s social 
and economic challenges faced by businesses .

CHARITABLE AND BENEVOLENT EFFORTS

The Krakow Airport runs a grant competition “Supporting Our Neighbors” aimed to pro-
vide financial support to local initiatives in the Liszki and Zabierzów communes located in 
the vicinity of the airport within a limited use area . Groupon has also launched a grant 
competition and asked the residents of Kraków, Poznań, Łódź, Tricity Warsa and Wrocław 
to suggest ideas of local community initiatives . The aim of the grant competition opened 
by Provident was to improve the quality of life of local communities by identifying their 
needs and providing assistance in the most urgent situations in consultation with the local 
authorities . With a budget of PLN 500,000, the project was implemented in 8 Polish 
regions . Unilever launched an initiative addressed to student research club members across 
the country who competed for grants to implement their CSR projects . Citi Handlowy has 
established two awards dedicated to honoring individuals who exceptionally contributed 
to Polish science and culture: the Bank Handlowy w Warszawie Award for outstanding 
contributions to the development of science in the field of economics and finance, and the 
Professor Aleksander Gieysztor Award which is annually conferred to recognize the efforts 
to protect Polish cultural heritage, both in Poland and abroad . Lodz Special Economic Zone 
awards the Henryk Grohman Award to honor individuals and companies who have demon-
strated exceptional involvement in local community initiatives . Unilever published a special 
post on the World Food Day on the Facebook page of one of its brands, Knorr . The Unilever 
Foundation promised to make a donation equivalent to the cost of one meal for a child in 
need for each “like” under the post . Tesco conducted an in-depth study on food waste in 
schools . Based on the information collected, a program was launched to prevent it . The aim 
of the project launched by the Tesco Dzieciom Foundation was not only to feed children in 
need but also to educate them on how to live a healthy lifestyle . Tesco has also been 
engaged in a program to donate excess products not sold prior to the “best before” date 
to the Food Bank . As part of one of its initiatives, Sodexo collects food and money which is 
later distributed through the Food Bank to people who are underfed or starving . In 2013, 
three companies held a Christmas Food Collection initiative . Over 37 tons of food were col-
lected in 113 stores owned by Carrefour Polska and distributed to those in need . At Tesco 
Polska stores, the customers donated 84 tons of food . The company decided to top up this 
amount with an additional 20% . PGNiG employees collected food products (sugar, flower, 
pasta, rice, oil, canned meat and vegetables with a long shelf life, sweets, etc .) and donated 
them as Christmas gifts to those in need . AB S.A. held a campaign to purchase essential 
products (such as detergents, skin care products, sweets, bed linen, toys and school sup-
plies) for children from children’s homes and a children’s hospice . Kimball Electronics col-
lects products for donation to educational care centers . Global e-Business Operations 
supported the Wrocław Children’s Hospice . The customers of PKN ORLEN can donate the 

points collected in the VITAY loyalty program to support foster family homes . For a few 
years now, KPMG has been conducting a free audit of one of Wrocław-based children’s 
hospices as part of its pro bono activities . PGNiG invited its employee to support a chari-
table cause by collecting gifts and raising money to acquire the necessary gear and equip-
ment for the Maternity Homes in Kraków and Tarnów . The creative agency IQ Marketing 
developed a series of workshops for students (aged 7-21) of the Special Educational Centre 
in Piaseczno dedicated to children and young adults with mild and moderate intellectual 
disabilities and autism, including Asperger’s syndrome . The Happiness Program launched 
by Universal McCann media house provided the children from a Warsaw-based children’s 
home with many interesting experiences, including a visit to a film set, a print shop, a 
sports stadium and radio station studio . T-Mobile employees donated the kilometres col-
lected while cycling and running to Fundacja Mam Marzenie (I Have a Dream Foundation) 
which fulfills the dreams of terminally ill children . Additionally, the company decided not 
to send the usual postcards/gifts to its customers and partners before Christmas . Instead, 
the organization distributed the Dream Cards of PLN 100 each which were turned into a 
donation to the Foundation . The Apexim Group launched an initiative to fulfill the dreams 
of seriously ill children from Poland (the provinces where the company operates) and 
Germany . For 4 years now, Pelion and its corporate foundation “Dbam o Zdrowie” (Protect 
Your Health) have held Fundraising Dinners to support charitable institutions . Despite not 
being widely used in Poland, payroll giving is a simple form of corporate charitable dona-
tions . All Pelion companies give their employees the opportunity to support the Foundation 
by agreeing to make a donation from their pay by rounding it down the agreed sum . Each 
month, the donation is transferred to the Foundation’s account . Bank Ochrony Środowiska 
employees voluntarily donate a percentage of their pay to a charitable cause . At 
Volkswagen Poznań, every employee may agree to donate PLN 1 from their salary to an 
organization selected through voting as the supported charity during one calendar year . 
Guests and visitors also have the opportunity to support the selected organization by con-
tributing an amount of their choice to a charity box available at every plant . AkzoNobel is 
building outdoor gyms in Warsaw . Prior to selecting the location for a new gym, the com-
pany seeks guidance from public institutions and holds a public consultation . INEA, a mul-
timedia operator operating in Wielkopolskie province, has implemented a project 
addressed to the residents of Poznań . The participants were asked to download a free 
application, log in to the game and go on a treasure hunt for prizes hidden somewhere in 
the labyrinth of Poznań streets with a smartphone in their hands . On four Saturdays in July, 
the Lodz Special Economic Zone organized open picnics with live music for the residents of 
Łódź . The main goal of the initiative was to foster integration between the residents of the 
city, animate a part of the city where no artistic events were ever held, present the capital 
of the region as an appealing tourist destination, and finally to expand its cultural offer . 
P&G supported a project conducted by Habitat for Humanity Poland to renovate residential 
buildings in the vicinity of the Pampers diaper plant facility owned by the company in the 
Warsaw district of Targówek . P&G contributed financially and delegated 50 volunteers 
from the company to work at the site . Skanska participated as technical partner in a project 
to revitalize a square at Krochmalna Street in Warsaw . The company’s involvement was 
based on the experience of the American organization Project for Public Spaces . ANG 
Spółdzielnia Doradców Kredytowych established a corporate foundation “Będę Kim 
Zechcę” (I’ll be what I Want), and decided to donate 10% of its profits to support the social 
programs launched by the Foundation . Leroy Merlin Polska also started a foundation in 
2013 . Its main goal is to provide financial support to employee initiatives through grant 
programs . Many businesses are involved in initiatives to support those in need by hosting 
blood donation sessions . Capgemini hosts blood donation campaigns at its offices in 
Kraków and Katowice . Europ Assistance Polska has supported regular voluntary blood 
donors by promoting regular blood donation through its own communication channels . 
Global e-Business Operations gives its employees the opportunity to become a bone mar-
row donor and a regular blood donor by setting up blood donation units at its offices . ING 
Bank Śląski employees participate in blood donation initiatives organized by the company 
in collaboration with the Regional Blood Donation and Transfusion Medicine Centers . The 
PGNiG Communications and Public Relations Department hosts blood donation sessions 
addressed both to the employees, and the residents of Zielona Góra . PGNiG’s Karpacki 
Commercial branch supported an initiative promoting life-saving organ transplants, 
healthy lifestyle and preventive healthcare . Eight associates of ANG Spółdzielni Doradców 
Kredytowych have voluntarily joined a team of experts who review applications in the best 
social enterprise of the year contest . PKN ORLEN created and launched the “Polacy z 
werwą” (Thriving Poles) ranking to promote and honor the most talented and creative 
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young Poles in 7 categories: design, business innovations, culture and arts, environmental 
protections, medicine, science, and sports . “KRONO Person of the Year” is a competition 
organized by Kronopol to promote social involvement among the residents of Lubuskie 
province . PGNiG has joined the National Week of Reading to Children aimed to promote 
daily reading to children as an effective and child-friendly method that helps stimulate their 
comprehensive development . BGŻ has developed a program to support talented junior 
high school graduates from small towns and rural communities . The program gives 70 stu-
dents per year the opportunity to study in the best secondary schools in 5 major academic 
centres . BGŻ also encouraged its employees and customers to participate in the Amateur 
Tour de Pologne . A portion of the participant fee (PLN 10) was donated to support the 
launch of the Budzik Clinic run by Ewa Błaszyk’s Foundation Akogo? T-Mobile Polska 
launched a project open to all offering the possibility to contribute the kilometers covered 
while cycling, inline skating, walking or playing sports in a wheelchair to a joint pool which 
were later converted into a donation of PLN 1 million to support people with disabilities . 
Pelion’s corporate foundation “Dbam o Zdrowie” (Protect Your Health) was a social partner 
to the Łódź Dbam o Zdrowie Marathon . The participants were encouraged to set up a fun-
draiser on the Foundation’s profile available at Siepomaga .pl . The three runs organized by 
UBS in Kraków, Poznań and Katowice attracted 4555 runners and raised a sum of PLN 
400,000 . The money was spent on prostheses for 4 beneficiaries of Jan Mela’s Foundation 
“Poza Horyzonty” (Beyond the Horizons) . Seventeen teams of four members participated in 
a half-marathon organized with the support of OTTO Polska to raise money for a charitable 
cause . To join a project launched by Fortum, the participants were asked to download a free 
application to their mobile phone which summed up the kilometers covered during a run-
ning workout and automatically converted them into energy . After the program ended, the 
money was donated to a charity . Volunteers from Global e-Business Operations held a 
cultural event featuring a poster exhibition and a screening of documentary and feature 
films on social exclusion in today’s world . Volunteers from Global e-Business Operations 
and other companies participating in the initiative coordinated and delivered workshops 
on intercultural skills for over 220 secondary school and college students, and set up 
groups of middle and secondary school students working on projects on cultural and ethnic 
diversity . Since 2004, Polish citizens have been able to donate 1% of their income tax to a 
public-benefit organization of their choice . Capgemini has developed an internal database 
of such organizations recommended by its employees . The GPEC Group is a strategic part-
ner of a social education campaign aimed to prevent violence among school-aged children . 
PGNiG supported the National Festival of Deaf-blind Artists . The Zielonogórski Branch of 
PGNiG has been engaged in an intra-school educational project which gives young people 
with intellectual disabilities the opportunity to socialize with their nondisabled peers . IKEA 
Katowice launched an initiative to make pillow cases for the Upper Silesian Children’s 
Health Institute . As a contribution to another cause, IKEA Katowice furnished a primary 
school in Tychy with a kitchen which IKEA previously featured in an advertisement . ING 
Bank Śląski employees hold meetings with children at community day-care centres, after-
school clubs, children’s homes, hospital wards, as well as school and public libraries where 
they read and offer a free copy of a book used in bibliotherapy titled “Lucjan lew, jakiego 
nie było” (Luciano, a lion like no other) . Inter IKEA launched a competition for kindergar-
teners and primary school children from grades 1 to 3 to raise their awareness on road 
safety . The Fakt Foundation and Jeronimo Martins Polska published 3 books with discs, 
and donated the proceeds to the Foundation . Natural Pharmaceuticals donated a high-end 
automatic defibrillator to selected organizations and provided training on its use . PKN 
ORLEN sponsored a project addressed to children from foster family homes across the 
country . About 50 children and their guardians were given the opportunity to attend the 
final game of the Polish beach volleyball championship . Another highlight of the event was 
a sports class given by Polish beach volleyball players and other exciting activities, such as 
workshops and trips . UBS Poland Service Centre employees organized a sports competition 
for children from children’s homes . Roche Polska held a fundraising event among its 
employees to support organizations helping children in Poland and Malawi . TU Europa 
raised funds at the company to help sick children by co-funding their surgeries and reha-
bilitation . Through one of its programs, Europ Assistance Polska provides patients with the 
necessary rehabilitation and support equipment .
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Press monitoring in 2013 Selected CSR initiatives in 2013

Over 5500 articles regarding corporate social 
responsibility and related topics were published 
in 2013. Abstracts of 37 articles, in our opinion the 
most interesting ones or representing most popular 
thoughts, are available in the “Overview of selected 
articles from 2013” section of the Report.

A Calendar contains selection of events regarding 
CSR, and is divided into 1) conferences, seminars, 
meetings, 2) contests, awards, 3) reports, research 
and publications. 

The number of events in the Calendar and the number of articles prove that the topic of responsible business in Poland has become 
popular and diverse.

107
Reports/publications/researches

Conferences/seminars/meetings

Contests/awards

39 35

5591
  Total number of articles concerning CSR and related 

topics from 1st January till 31st December 2013.
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>> since 2014

OUR PROJECTS IN 2013
The List of Women of Polish CSR 

from 14 countries

More than  100 participants 

CSR Un-Conference  

Publication of the 
“Responsible Business 
in Poland 2012 . Good 
Practices” Report

RBF’s Sustainability Report – 
first sustainability report published 
by NGO in Poland

100 participants  

International conference Diversity 
Management for Inclusive Growth 

Wizja zróWnoWażonego  
rozwoju dla polskiego  
biznesu

PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS

contact details

e-mail: biuro@fob .org .pl
www .odpowiedzialnybiznes .pl

facebook .com/ForumOdpowiedzialnegoBiznesu

14 years on the market

RAPORT Odpowiedzialny biznes w Polsce 2013

ABOUT THE RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS FORUM ABOUT THE RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS FORUM

RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS FORUM 
IS THE OLDEST AND LARGEST NON-GOVERNMENTAL 

ORGANISATION IN POLAND DEALING WITH ALL ASPECTS 
OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

The Forum is a think-and-do-tank, advocating responsible business principles and taking the company’s 
environmental and social impact into account . We are a platform of cooperation and dialogue, setting new 
trends and directions in the area of corporate social responsibility and sustainable development in Poland .

RBF AS A MEMBER 

OF INTERNATIONAL 

INITIATIVES AND ORGANISATIONS

Facebook 
More than 

5000 

fans

RBF ONLINE

  

420 000
website visits per year

More than 

 

99 040  

More than

YouTube 
Viewed more than  

23 200 

 times

unique users per year

RespnEn Project .  
A way to boost the 
competitiveness of 
small and medium 
enterprises during 
the economic crisis 
(project leader:  
Pomerania Develop-
ment Agency) .

Project: Intersectoral 
collaboration for CSR in 
Silesia (project leader: 
the Chamber of Craft and 
Small and Medium Enter-
prises in Katowice) .

2013 Social Reports competition  
(in collaboration with PwC and SGS)

A vision of sustainable 
development for Polish 
business 2050  
(in collaboration with 
the Ministry of the 
Economy and PwC) .

7th Responsible Companies 
Ranking 2013 (with RBF as  
a patron; the ranking is pub-
lished by Gazeta Prawna daily, 
in collaboration with the Leon 
Koźmiński Academy and PwC) .
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companies 
participating in 

the educational 
programme of 

the diversity 
charter in 2013

diversity 
charter 

in poland 
in 2014

contact person 
Ewa Wojsławowicz

e-mail: ewa .wojslawowicz@fob .org .pl
tel . 697 679 706, 22 627 18 71
www .kartaroznorodnosci .pl

facebook .com/zarzadzanieroznorodnoscia

Strategic Partner 
– A company seeking to share its experience in the field 
of responsible business, which undertakes to support the 
development of the CSR idea in the long-term and to develop 
its related activities .

IN 2013

Cooperation with: 

49 

Strategic Partners

Cooperation with: 

11 

Supporting Partners

contact person

Magdalena Andrejczuk 
Menedżerka Programu Partnerstwa

e-mail: magdalena .andrejczuk@fob .org .pl
tel . 663 020 358, 22 627 18 71

Spotkanie  
dwóch światów
Współpraca podmiotów ekonomii społecznej z biznesem

niezbędnik odpowiedzialnego biznesu

6 publications, 

newsletters, webinars

PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMME IN 2013

13 

educational meetings: 

workshops, meetings 

with experts

Ekologia 
przyszłości

Knowledge and experience 

Good practices’ promotion

Networking and integration

Supporting Partner 
– A company or institution which supports the RBF 
in professional and efficient management of the 
association, providing it with tools or services .

coordinator honorary patronage
main 

partnermedia patronage

ABOUT THE RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS FORUM ABOUT THE RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS FORUM

PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMME  
is a comprehensive collaborative programme involving the RBF and companies recognised  

as responsible business leaders, which contribute to spreading CSR ideas in Poland through  
their commitment and activities .

DIVERSITY CHARTER  
is an international initiative promoted by the European Commission, present in 12 EU countries  .

More than 6,000 employers across the European Union have already signed the Charter .

Since 2012 more than  90 companies and 
organisations have signed the Diversity 
Charter in Poland . More employers are constantly 
joining in .
The awareness-raising programme of the Diversity 
Charter involves:
• Training courses,
• Meetings with experts,
• Exchanging knowledge and experience among 

signatories,
• A tool for the implementation of the provisions of 

the Charter .
The Polish Diversity Charter is a part of the 
European Diversity Charter Platform operating 
under the auspices of the European Commission 
Directorate-General for Justice .

>>  International conference 
"Diversity Management for Inclusive Growth"

Diversity in the 
workplace 

stands for various employees who differ in terms 
of their age, gender, disabilities, religion, marital 

status and lifestyle . 

Diverse people translate 
into diverse ideas, greater efficiency, as well as 
a friendly workplace and equal opportunities 

for everyone, whoever they are .

diversity charter 
in europe
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RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS LEAGUE IN 2013

  

10th
  

  

1900  

  

80  

  

10 000

  

50    

46  

Gdynia

CSR 
– jak to się robi?

Obowiązujące postaci znaku

2

Ustalenie obowiązującej postaci znaku jest wstępem do standaryzacji systemu identy kacji wizualnej rmy.  Standaryzacja ma na celu 
stworzenie spójnego / jednorodnego wizerunku marki, a co za tym idzie zwiększenie świadomości marki wśród klientów. Wymuszenie 
stosowania tej samej wersji znaku przez rmę, jak i podmioty współpracujące z rmą np. Agencje reklamowe czy studia reklamy 
wizualnej. Stosowanie jednego standardu ułatwia rozstrzyganie sytuacji spornych które mogą wyniknąć podczas używania jednego 
znaku przy współpracy z podmiotami z zewnątrz jak i wewnątrz rmy. 

Wersja podstawowa Wersja webowa

Wersja jednokolorowa Wersja na ciemnych tłach

ABOUT THE RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS FORUM

partners honorary patronage

media partners

contact person 
Piotr Sobolewski 

e-mail: piotr .sobolewski@fob .org .pl
lob@lob .org .pl 

www .lob .org .pl
facebook .com/LigaOdpowiedzialnegoBiznesu

RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS LEAGUE  
is a partnership educational programme addressed to students and student organisations 

with an aim of creating new innovators, managers and leaders of change .
It provides a platform for exchanging knowledge and experience between CSR practitioners and young people .

It is also a tool for building social awareness about CSR, and a place of action and energy .

RBL’S FIGURES

edition of 
Responsible 
Business League 
in the 2013/2014 
academic year

Facebook fans

participants 
of Responsible 
Business Academy, 
a two-day meeting 
of students with 
CSR practitioners 

of programme 
beneficiaries  
in 2013

Nearly

cooperating 
organisations
in 2013

Nearly

completed projects to promote CSR in 2013,  
implemented among other things under  
a grant scheme of the Local CSR Activities Workshop 
(Pracownia Działań Lokalnych)

  

24  
Ambassadors  

in 23 universities 

in 13 cities 

11 voivodeships
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